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PREFACE 
Of the myriad critical evaluations of Shakespearean drama, all aim-
ing ultimately toward enlightening the reader and enhancing his appreci-
ation, very little effort has been directed toward elucidating one of 
the most fundamental and indispensable elements in the Shakespearean 
conception of tragedy: the unique bearing of~ upon the over- all out-
working of the tragic ideal--i . e., sin in its special meaning which 
approaches the extreme theological definition of moral lawlessness rath-
er than a careless, indefinite idea of evil, a dist inction amply clari-
fied further on in the thesis . The comparative silence of criticism rel-
ative to this problem is more detrimental to the comprehensive apprecia-
tion of Shakespeare than a surface perusal of the subject reveals; for 
sin and lawlessness, to the Elizabethan mind, possessed latent influences 
and suggested subtle connotations that are so very vital in realizing the 
fullest significance of the dramatist ' s desired impression. To discern 
the full import of those connotations and their significance, one must of 
necessity be aware of the spiritual, emotional, and intellectual back-
ground of the dramatist, as well as his intended audience, in the limit-
ed sense, inasmuch as he and his audience are one in spirit as a rule. 
As an example aside, consider the consequences of such background in re-
lation to the successful total effect of Dryden' s brilliant piece of po-
litical satire, Absalom and Achitophel, to say nothing of Spencer ' s 
Faerie Quee~e or Milton ' s Paradise Lost. To be sure, it would be diffi-
cult to exaggerate the importance of background in these instances, par-
ticularly in the first . Its central message is involved in ambiguity, 
iii 
meaningl essness to say the least, until the light of its connection with 
a greater antecedent is focused on the text and upon the subtle overtones 
of meaning concealed behind the superficial structure of the story. Some-
what in like manner the idea of sin in Shakespeare has subtle overtones 
of meaning implicit between the lines that are, under the light of proper 
investigation, illuminated and brought t o bear upon the total strength of 
the tragic impression. 
While explaining the relation of this thesis to that problem, a neg-
ative word of assurance as to what it does not intend to do may be rele-
vant . Our title, "The Idea of Sin in Shakespearean Tragedy," and what we 
have considered thus far by way of introduction, is not meant to imply 
that Shakespeare had a theologically inspired conviction concerning sin 
which he made a conscious part of his conception of tragedy, and then 
proceeded to set it forth in his tragedies . Nor shall we attempt to in-
fer the personal mind of the man Shakespeare on the question of sin by 
the fallacious practice of ferreting out quotations which propose to in-
dicate the man by l'ihat he said in his plays . We shall be content to 
point out certain influences that were significant to the development of 
the Elizabethan mind and spiritual temperament, which influences must cer-
tainly have been instrumental in the formation of Shakespeare's dramatic 
idealJ and then, most important, to illustrate the reality of this rare 
treatment of sin in the plays themselves . The first half of the thesis 
deals, by way of background, with those influences just mentioned, while 
the burden of the last half is the clear definition of what is meant by 
tragic sin, along with its actual demonstration in six of the greater 
Shakespearean plot s , the selection of that particular six being explained 
I 11,).,.:. l l 
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CHAPTER I . THE INFLUEUCE OF HEBRAISM-AND HELLENISM 
The distinguished criticism of Matthew Arnold, probably our most 
brillant authority on the relationship of literature and dogma, affords 
possibly the best commentary that we have on the two most fundamental 
roots of our literar, stock~Hebraism and Hellenism. Arnold's discern-
ment of these great parent cultures is of such keenness and fullness 
that he treats them with an Aristotelian objectivity in defining their 
qualities, and the influences they still exert upon u~ . To him Hebra-
ism and Hellenism, great necessities arising out of the ants of human 
nature, were tendencies toward interpreting Life and Truth, with all 
that those terms imply, both moving by infinitely different and unequal 
means toward the perfection and salvation of man . Here he summarily 
defines the essence of these great diverse ways of life: 
As Hellenism speaks of thinking clearly, seeing things in their essence 
and beauty, as a grand and precious feat for man to achieve, so Hebra-
ism speaks of becoming £.onscious of sin, of awakening to.! sense of~' 
as a feat of this kind. 
In more complete treatment he says: 
To get rid of one ' s ignorance, to see things as they are, and by seeing 
them as they are to see them in their beauty, is the simple and attrac-
tive ideal which Hellenism holds out before human nature; and from the 
simplicity and charm of this ideal, Hellenism, and human life in the 
hands of Hellenism, is invested with a kind of aerial ease, clearness, 
and radiancy; they are full of what we call sweetness and light •••• 
[But] The discipline of the Old Testament [i . e . Hebraism] may be summed up 
as a discipline teaching us to abhor and flee from sin; the dis~ipline 
of the New Testament, as a discipline teaching us to die to it. 
1Matthew Arnold, Culture and Anarchy (New York, 1906), p . 135. The 
italics are mine . 
2Ibid. , PP• 133-135. 
1 
2 
A man passing and repassing from Hellenism to Hebraism, from Plato to 
Paul, is visualized as rubbing his eyes and asking himself whether man 
is a gentle, simple being with Ii. noble and divine nature; or an unfort-
unate captive, laboring to free himself from the body of this death. 3 
Of the two, Hebraism is the stronger. Through the long struggle 
for pre-eminence in Anglo-Saxon culture, when it has reigned without 
debate in popular thought, or when its influence has been reduced to a 
"check'1 or veto on the Hellenistic trend-during the Renaissance e . g.-
it was always the sturdier, the more vigorous, and the more assuredly 
enduring, for it drew to its support that part of a society which is its 
vital strength and most active force . Hellenism, on the other hand, has 
ever been impractical, indeed unsound, because the world could not live 
by it, as our experience of almost two thousand years has so well taught. 
"Obviously, with us, it is usually Hellenism which is thus reduced to 
minister to the triumph of Hebraism. "4 Hellenism, so cherished in our 
memory for her devotion to beauty, is nevertheless effeminate and feeble 
standing before Hebraism; she is found guilty of being at ease in Zion 
while her zealous adversary takes her crown. 
In truth, literary criticism is not the only source to inform us 
of the victory of the Hebraistic system, through .Christianity, over the 
Hellenistic in English history. A long tradition of the sternest kind 
of morality in English thought through the dark ages and its revival in 
two centuries of Puritanism is sure and incontestable witness of how 
often Hellenism must bow before her mightier opposite and surrender with 
Julian the Apostate, the ill-fated emperor who -with his immortal "Vicisti· 
3Ibid. , p. 135. 
4Ibid., p. 129. 
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of all h:i8 
11r.Jo autho1• exorcised a wider or 0.oc:per in?luencc upon tho }Ui~·a-
So s:.1.1.d the e::d11ent r.r .• S., Bliot :T.n his n1ntroduction11 i;,o 'l'honns lJm-i'ton's 
rcnrlnt oi' S0m1ct1 Hio 'l'enne 'frnp;0dios .. translated int.o :Gnglish in 1581 •. """ -•••11 r ~Jill-.,..,. 
11 The influence of Gonoca .... upon the Eli 7co:bet,han d1·aEJE1 is so plain-
ly .\;Jal"kcd ·that no co::,1pctcnt historian of our litcra:turo could ft>iJ to 
notice it, • 11 2 This sto:t.e1£1ent., publ1nhcd in 189.3, 1:i&G oct forth b-,1 J. tJ. 
Cunli.ffo, acclnjJaod by ml':.11.y scholars a.o the nost thorou,Gh student. of 
Il. lJ. Cl1c.t1~1ton. 
edy. 
'j 
r,, .. ~Jot~ u .. Cr1-n:.~~ii~fc, 11!2.~1L].!l.f~~~-J~.~:n~~2_SL'9D. Zll~D..1.Je~l).t~:i_:~1:r,p:ocJ;;r 
(t-Jt';iU ':{oi-k, 1~)07), p. 1. 
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Eli ntbot,hnn cr-ltics, reccn;fne:nds in 'I'ho Schol. onastc:r· a p1rY b\'' the Scotch 
-*abo:m • r •r1 .....,. ··~ ...:J v 
and giYon to ·tho public ebout 15h0-3., In tho nc1,1e YoluL10 A::;d;,iu:;1 givr;s 
a cr:i:tic:Ls:m of Sonoca' s sho:i:-·tc,nings as t.hcy s-i:.mi.d. rc:',,l<Jalod in -tho tran-
scendent, light of Greek "i:.::·o,gady; but most signiricr,.nt, oi' all, he cello 
the Roman poet II our Senoca. 11 5 tJill:Lam. tilebbc, a Camti:ridgo graduate and 
li·tcrary critic, called Sonoc.'!. 11 a LK,ot excellent w:r-yt:,01 .. of 'l'ra,r;cC:1.io:3'1 
and J.n h:is list, o:J:' English trl:'11sh"\tors he COJrmiends Hthe lam:}i'.!.ble authors 
l:~., p .. c.,u. 
5cunlif£e p. 0-10. , 
6Ibid.; P~ ll. 
Se:neca on the stago ond :in l)QI,mlm· at:~.ention. In 1551-S2 Scnoca'a 
1559 to 1561 four of hio pla:-fs 1vorc perfor.med in Latin. An O:ic.:foi~c?, ochol-
and (?, yoe,r la-tor by t, trP..rwlct,:i.on of Eorculeo furons. In 1561-6;,:; the 
~, WD.s ncted in the ;:.ue<c.)n 1 s prc:c0nc,1 at Jh:'l:i:,dwJ.l. 
SenGc2. ht'.:d. established h:l.usolf in .\,;nglish ~t1d in Lat:i.n., in the thc)atGr 
(1 
r.nd in ·tho press. , 
play :lnitfa,ted 'l~hc academic pre,ctice of iiJl"itint:; pL"l.ys in moclo:cn Latin 
built closoly on the Sonccan pa:tto1"!1.. Ga.scoi.c;w,;,' s f9casta (1566) and 
Gismond of Salerno (1567),--or as it ls cnllcd by Another title; Tancred 
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to ovso~1-estimate thG influence oi' Seneca. through this one play,, to s~:::, 
nothing o.f Tit,us J\ndronicus cmd :Poclo1 s !,&£,rinc.. Indood even the t.:t"Un-· 
ccenclent Sbakr:spearo hir.,w.c1£' :in this :lnstvxi.ce sc;GL:lS to £'.r1ll ho:Lr to sooc 
definite results cf t.hc rovivtl,. for probrtbly any Shak0tipcfn:•e:.:m scholar 
ti:v.thority, um:u.d rocognize t,he debt ·th0:~.t, tho gro.:i.tor poet in l!w.fl~ oues 
t,o Kyd1 pa:r"'t,iculc.I•ly in the idoa of feit,)1.od i.nonnity I tho attitude t.o-
of' :i.tr:: t.rorld.ng out .. 
Thia postulc1.ting of Shakespeare' a indebtr:;,clr10so -to Scnocl'; hc,s beo.n 
Briplc, states H::i.thout nny nodifiea.tion that Senoca had dafinit(1 influ-
ence upon Sh{11lcospeare,.16 '11 • S. Eliot beliovcs that Shakeopco.ro• s nv~rse 
h:lJJ. by the genius oi' I-farloue L'..'1.d the influence of Sencca.17 Cunliffe 
qu.i:t.e comrinci.ngly fron i:m.ny e,pp:roachos tlw,t ::mch 8,n influonce does ox-
ist. In the ltv.:rt exi<?l;rsis he seono w-oll asour;,;,d of t,he fnct 1:or he as-
tl.odcil of clast>iccJ. tr!1gocy ..... u And by 1,r::,y oi' foot.note he of.ters some 
16mw.r1ton., p .. cxliv. 
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StJ•atford Grm-:rz:1ar Schooi.'19 And so on co1.xltl i·ro 0:.ecu.r,m:lat.0 oupport for 
I',,d:'im,d sx::unplc of a typo of' tragedy '1:Jhieh (h:nreloped in EliF""'lbcthan 
-J:.:i.sues la.rgoly under th.:i influence oi' t.he Latin philosopher-drtiun.tist, 
Grant:'i;r.g tha.t SG''.lnca di.cl onjoy a l"oI1arlmhlc revivaJ. of influence, 
the rnn. .. l..J.y signii'icent. Cfl).ostion ·that rn1.turel.ly follows is concornod ·with 
the o.:ir.H.et. nnt.u.:ce of -;:.}w off'oc't th~:!:, a. Senoco.n erq,hn.sis had upon the lit-
£\bothan drama? Tiw :!);recioo rest1.l_t of tho ronc,~cd 8onocru1 interest can 
h.ri.riUy he bet.ter e:iq)lainod tho.n ·l;o point to the poet's original trot-i.t-
ini'J.11.0nce. 
2'7 
In condonoing tho 1::1eJnent.:i.al Seneca into the :most. ropremmtc:t.ive def-
ird.t:lon possible; wn cot.u..(1 hr.trdJ.y do bc.,t,.·;~or tha11 to quota n. Shakospenroo.n 
oncn of incest,, 8,du .. ltRr;;v and nnne,tural murdor in tho irhole of :m;ythology. 11 21 
uhich it couJ.d roaliz-0 f.ullt,ct .:ind mor;t violent cxpression-t,hnt is tho 
heart of Senocan t:re,geey, or o.t least th4') Senec.m tradition of tr.J,[;cdy. 
Blood and horror no::J,urally attend the act.ion; if not natu1,al.1y, Seneca 
IJ.a.kes :Lt ao. One pr5.ne:i.pa.l point io th;:,:t, t,hr:i ri..rc.r:tbution of cr:tmo is 
given ovei• to tho juriodiction of poraonr!l rmrcnge, the one oi:nned 
against acting as tht, merciL:::sG vind:Lcntor of sin. The fa•agic theme is 
'"'tl· •'t. ·.i. 1 ·1·· ,,,. 1··· "'""'tf·, ·th"' t·· ~H:t a! :i.SU: (,/10 J..nOVJ. \.,D;lJ]. 1:r:,y C,fl;(t :ctn;) :i..1,;y· OJ:, r' D, 0 fl (lQCJ;'G0S :j s.. sen l.-
mont of' tho plf>.y is t:J.01--bid introspection, soJ.i.'-pity. 'l'horf.; arc such 
cl and hloorl-th:trsty sort. There a.re snpoi"'lau~mn villains donri.oo.tcd by 
abnon1wi.J., consvx,1inrs,, passions. The D.pprm 1 o.f' Seneca ts plcys, at, lear.:t in 
horrors wor<) inc~ssn:ntly piling upon ho:r·ror, the crir:.1.cs being enge;ndo:rcd 
whole by his d.1·D111atic -technique. 22 
If the Latin Sonoco, uas boo, lhe English &meca wa.s worse. T. s. 
Eliot protests that 'the pu1<>c Sonoca :ts not so hid.oous as his Eli2.nbotha.n 
_________ ,.,._.. •• .,,,. ..... IC 
211, • , .:-..PH1. Tho ::'L"ta.lies are m:Lnc • 
22char1t,on, pp. cl.x:I.x, cL-.;;x. 
rlc-
():" l··,n.,·.,,,:r, .,···.r·.•o· -'··1.· ·Oil 1125 -!. ..,,;.~~ .. ,..w_, 1 -•-.).. f.,J. .. 
1'"''"" 
~;,Tl10 £r·:1rJ.:.~r~nJ~ 1Jc-.oJ~o ~~\JJ:' tJ.:j .. n (~ 1)11cJ .. 11~;iol'l :J .. t1 .J~r~.ko11 .C1~~~ ;;l)• ::cd:ti, ,o~J-:l_,. 
;:-,~--; ~ :.::r;·,.:~:i_l~}. .J:J~ i~\ • s... L~:_:·~~rJ L 1 ::i I2~r~~ ·:;.~:().·~e-~:-.:J ..... Y:.l ~,~~.) I,Y!·)~!fj'.)11 t f-3 ~)c~:.·:~~)(.~~_\ I lie ::.: .'~~.nnc 
........,__.c..;:.,.,...;;,.;;,.;.,.....;.,..;.;a~ 
i.t. 
to , yet upon I.:li 
T,hich 
o~f ti1c 
2'7 "'l1~, , -.:'1 ,;., r, ,'.)· -;-··,~ .• ,. ·1 ,J~ 
lnl£1J. "'-· vv1\, Je\.<.!.-'-0", 1n 
e].l clcV"CfL; C 
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quoted above28 which are so verJ relevant in this connection, re en-
lightening probably than any commentary that has been written on this 
aspect of Seneca. 
To summarim, Seneca joined with other :iJnportant forces in devel-
oping the Elizabethan oupersensitiveness to sin and fondness for elG,,, 
plaiting crime and evil. The effort of this chapter has not been to in-
sist fanatically upon a direct indebtedness of Shakespeare to Seneca, 
but to establish the truth of Seneca' s popu1arity and his "universal" 
influence upon Elizabethan drama, an influence which Shakespeare could 
not conceivably escape. To be sure , Shakespeare and Seneca a.re so much 
a.like in spirit and taste that the conclusions of the average investi-
gator follow very naturally that the great Elizabethan mu.st have drawn 
from the available resources of which his Latin predecessor was the 
source. 
285ee p, lS of the Thesis. 
CHAPTER J.V. THE llJFLUENCE OF ENGLISH TRAGIC TRADITION 
The story of Elizabethan drama1s ancestry is one of the most color-
ful in Engla.nd'-s tradition of art.. I t seems that as long as England has 
had literature, she has had drama in some .form:, roughhewn as its charac-
ter might have appeared in the more uncouth and darker ages . Later crit-
icism has given those earlier ages of dramatic effort names th<>t arc ex,.. 
pressive of their character: Old Sacred Drama, Morality and Miracle 
Dram.a. The remarkable strength of these old forms, a stuey"" in itself,. 
has received the attention of excellent schola.rshipJ1 and the secret of 
that strength was, very logically, that drama became a sure expedient for 
the practical spirit of those intense epochs. Its homely, unorna.mented 
style was one evidence of how it acconmioda.ted itself' to the very stem 
necessities of the time it served; and its subject matter confinn.ed that 
fact beyond doubt , as we shall seo. 
In short, earlier trll.gic drama was servile to the zeaJ. of the 
strongest spirit in English primitive society: the religious spirit. 
Christianity had extended its conquest to every- quarter of the civilized 
world, and Anglo-Sax.on culture was not among the l oast affected. Histocy-
clearly records the gospel I s early triumph in old Briton, while the an-
cient Beowulf demonstrates the fa.ct in the world of literature. Now the 
ardent spiritual zeal ·which the Gospel brought in with it had the jecl.ous 
character of directing all attention to religion, allowing no quarter for 
lreUx E . Schelling, William Farnham, and S. L. Bet-hell, all entered 
in the Bibliography". 
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baser interests; so that -when it perceived the effectual power in dra-
matic representation~ it impressed art into its exclusive service and 
forced drama to dedicete itself tmolly to furthering the Kingdom of God. 
In the era of reviving faith in Europe , 1050 to 1250, drama became a part 
of ritual, utilized by the priesthood to make vivid the supreme moments 
of Christ ' s llfe. 2 Even after Chaucer the purpose of drama, predominant-
ly ~ ll·was the teaching of Christian dogma.. 113 As late as the fifteenth, 
. . 
indeed the siXteenth,. century, in the golden era. of the morality pley', 
even though the dramatic material might not be a scriptural or tradi-
tional story, the dramatist nevertheless, \r.i.th plots of his own, gave 
implicit comment upon ~e. And avowedly didactic a.she was, he was gen-
erous even in explicit comment .. He was in a true sense a preacher, and 
the stage was his pulpit.4 One critic sums it up by saying that the 
drama of tho Middle Ages was not concerned with the individual, 11but with 
Everyman and his relation to God."' 
While Christianity discovered a compelling expedient in drama, at 
the same time drama from the beginning found some advantage in Christian-
ity. The sacrificial death of J osus Christ and the holy martyrs of the 
Faith always held some potentialities for tragic plot. Vital Christian-
ity in the hands of the playwrights became a new active force in liters,-
ture, almost assured of a hearing \-Tith arr:r l evel of culture. The pathos 
0£ Jewish history, as well as Christian sacred history, supporting the 
2Pelix E •. Schelling, Ellrabethan Drama 152 , 16/t? (Boston, 1900) I , 6. 
,Ib.d .. _.J.... •. , p . xxvu. 
ltwilliard Farnham, The Medieval Heritage of F.J.irabethan Trg.geg.y 
(Berkely, 1936), p. 177. 
5F. E. Halliday, Shakespeare and His Critics (London• l.949) , P• 169. 
idea of the ful.fill.mont of God's plan for man' s redemption through 
Christ , supplied the moving themes of medieval drama.. 6 All this was 
bolstered by the "cult of the Pa.soionn which flourished in the Middle 
:n 
Ages , a zealous movement giving rise to very highly specialized fonn.s of 
. .. 
meditation on the ·wounds, the agony, and the death of Christ. Gothic 
a.rt, contributed \ri.th representations of an emaciated, most pitiable 
Christ, thorn-crowned, serenely tolerating his excruciating agony upon 
the cross. Each influence had its repercussions in the other and each 
r einforced the other until an abnormal. taste for the terrible was a pre-
vo.:iling reality; and vr.ith it came an increased sensibility among the peo-
ple to suffering and death in general. There 1-ra.s a. growing .fascin ... tion 
with the ruder aspects of death~ iJ.lustrated by the popularity of the 
eerie Dance of Death. ? To be sure, an emotional tendency in the charao-
ter of tho nation was ta.king form, a tendency that woul.d eventuall.y boar 
its influence upon Elizabethan drama. 
The next notetiort.by developement in dr came in with the Renais-
sancc. In Europe a definite interest :i.:n a. worldly-minded drama grew up 
around the illustrious figure of Boccaccio and later in England around 
Chaucer and Lydgatc . But it is not until the clooine hours of the folll"-
teenth century th.at English drama moved into the first stage of that 
steady advance Mch was to climax in the Elizabethan glory: that stage 
was the moral.ity play. Moreover it was the first real. opportunity for 
the developnont of a dynamic and genuine tragedy in England; at least the 
morality pl~ provided the matrix in which tragedy' s embryo could begin 
~a.mham, p. 173. 
?Ibid. , p. 174. 
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its maturation. Though t he old sacred drama of tho medieval epoch was 
one in spirit with the morality play, the subjects of tho.ir plots tJi :re 
quite different . Old Sacred Drama took its subjects and plots f:rom the 
Bible a.lrn.ost entirely; the morality pltey" represented the same didactic 
interests but as n rule used dramatic material outside t he scope o.f tho 
scriptural narrative . It lra.s through this change that true and ideal. 
tragedy gained its foothold. The life and death of Christ which had dom-
inated the old drama, though it made for interesting and intense drank~, 
feJJ. short of the ideaJ. for tragic plot .a Jesus could never be conceived 
as imperfect in a.n.y sense but rather God in human frame , not sharing com-
pl.etcly with £Jan those mundane weaknes.ses that arc necessary to make a. 
tragic hero . The purest ideal of tragccy cannot accept the faJ.l. of a 
perfect man as boing a really tragic incident; only men mo in their 
frailty help to precipitate their own fall can be successful subjects of 
tragic plot . Moreover, tho e ic of Christ ' s crusade against 11 the works 
of the deviltt ended ultimately in triumph, a clil!la.X contrary to the spirit. 
o.f tragedy. So ·men the mora.lit.y play of the fifteenth century began to 
morali 2:.e upon the transient glory of kings and of man in his pride coming 
to naught, it laid a. setting in l'mich an enduring and sure: tre.gedy could 
thrive. 
The morality pl.ay bequeathed to English tragedy some qualiti and 
characteristics that it never completely lost. The plqs of this period, 
of 'Which The Pride of Life is the first good example, are concerned deeply· 
with the i 1evitability of death; and Death,. the grim reaper, is often 
himself a member of the drama.tis personae• He was God• s chief a.gent for 
8rbid. -
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t he retribution of sin, visiting judgment upon man in that man failed in 
Adam and since .Adam. 9 Pride , wrath, envy, .folly were some of the prin-
cipa1 shortcoming of temporal. nesh; man was in truth a captive being , 
l aboring under the irremovable weight of sin. Therefore whether it was 
the II otherworldliness" of fifteenth century tragedy or the e rthly mind-
ednesc of tho sixteenth century, the motif of the mornl dr of both 
ages boro out the severity of the wages of' sin and that God in mercy 
wills that all men escape destruction. S rily, moraJ. drama' s collec-
tive l egacy to later tragedy was 1m e;xaegerated sensitiveness~ lifo 1 s 
suffering i.n relation 1£ ma.n's spiritual and ral. failure , with special 
emphasis upon such theological considerations as sin, salvation and 
retribution. 
By far the no:>...'t most sigificant development in the interest of · trag-
edy before Shakespeare, concurrent incidentally with the revival of Se 
eco., t~s an intense movement toward a purer tragedy that centered in the 
celebrated Mirror for Magistrates, first published in 1559, one of the 
most notable lite1 ry antocedents of late Elizabethan drama. The moraJ.-
ity play was greatly responsible for the tremendous interest in tragedy 
that grew up around this unique production, for that same morality drama 
during two centuries had been moving more and re into the domain of 
tragedy by shifting its concern from God•s saving mercy to God' s avenging 
justice.10 Tho ·rror drew its surprising strength from tho latest em,. 
phasis of the rn.orolity plizy: divine avenging justiee; and in its spon-
t ous and animated tragica.l. narratives "the problem of tragic r0tri. 
9rbid., p. 201 . 
l Oibid., p. 271 .. 
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bution proved to have a. fresh urgency." In sixteenth century Eng.land 
the concept that this present \·rorld of the flesh has its own perce~ tible 
1 :ws of tragic cause and effect was eene ally gaining moment 
than non ramatic trn.gical story had already succeeded quite well in 
a.ffirr.ti.ng that co!!lcept; and the Mirror, sensip.g the strength of the idea, 
took up the the.me, ucan.-dtlle making the inspired discovery that British 
history and legend wore almost inexhaustible source of tragical t 
rial waiting to be drawn upon. Together the historical chroniclers and 
the tra.gical moralizers of the Mirror and its proeeny ma e vitaJ..ly · 
port.ant preparation for tho esta lishment of tragedy upon the Eli bethan 
sta.ge ,ll a tragedy combining the concepts of divine and mundane retri-
bution for sin, working itself out in mentoua historical incidents . 
First the original · rror and later its extensions and imitations taught 
the Elizabethan public that tre..gical moralizing had newly moving appeal 
when brought close homo by being appended to the storied misfortunes of 
a Richard II or an Owen Glendower; l2 
And so the utilizing of British history, as well a.s universal, in the 
cause of trngical plot-.ma.kine based on retribution, got under uey, given 
an added impetus by mounting public demand. he stage was now set,, when 
the lirror had made its impression, for the career of gifted dra.m.atists--
like Sha.koopea.re-with a historicaJ. .. tragical interest , anxious to depict 
tragic representations of ma.n ' s historic moral failures and dm-mfalls . 
Speaking of the impression made by the Mirror on early Elizabethan 
culture, that impression probably rivals , if not ex.cells , the Seneca.11 
tradition in claiming influence upon the spirit and inner structure of 
later drama. Certainly it is a study worthy of the most sincere critical 
11Ibid. -
12Ibid - · 
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attention in relation to Elizabethan literary hiotory,, since it had such 
important bearing upon the course of that same history. One literary 
historian lauds it a.s having n a career perhaps more compl and influen-
tial than that of any other Elizabethan book. 111.3 To be sure., its i.nflu-
ence is demonstrated quite beyond the fear of gainsay by its enthusi stic 
acceptance with the general populace, an cceptance so extraordina.I that 
it is referred to by t t same conservative historian ?.fi nhot de nc.1nd. ·1 
The vo fact that the lli.rror had pe etual extensions d :L'!'litntions--
indeed, the 11proge~1 of the Mirror 1-ros in some vl s s important as the 
original-not only illustrates itn enduring popularity, but portond3 the 
cvent~aJ. effect it vrould have upon succeedit13 liter 
tho comprehensive scope of that effect , the original work itsolf is the 
best interpreter of it:J effects, since, as was the case ,nth Seneca, its 
01'/Il characteristics speak clearly for thcoselves. 
There is hardly a possibility of missing the domi.'1allt idea of the 
.Mirror: o.f tho nineteon storios in tho original comp·lation., by far the 
majority a.re "tragedies of retribution £or sin or fault . 1114 The lengthy 
title appearing on the 1559 edition is highly descriptive of its purpose: 
A Myrroure for Magistrates . Wherein nuzy- be seen by example of othe1', 
with howe grcuous p.lages vices are punish d: and howe fray-le and vnsta.-
ble ·worldly prosperitie is foundo, even of those, whom Fortune see.:l th 
mo.st highly to fauour.15 
The Latin motto appended to the title, " l aeli.x quem faciunt aliana. peri-
cula caut / ' enforces the lesson of rotribution.16 An editoris prefae 
l3Baugh, Brooke and others, A Literary I istory; of lj,ooland (New York, 
1948), p • .'.398. 
11~arnham, p . 283 . 
l.5Ibid., p. 281. 
16Ibid - · 
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to one of the later extensions is just as enlightening: 
The tragedies, g :the rod by Ihon Bochas, of ill such prince•" as fell from 
theyr ostateo throvghe tho mutability of Fortune since tho creacion of 
A.d.Dm, vntil his time: merin llley' be seen what trices bring menne to de-
struceion, w.yth notable warninges howe the like ma;r be auoyded.17 
Farnham decla.lt)S that the Mirror possessed .. a severe morality that of'ton 
rent beyond the morality of the Fall of Princes in insistence upon tragic 
retribution. " 
The book purposes to "mirror" the instability of fortune , the loath-
sameness of vice and its punismnent; meanwhile the reader is n constantly 
reminded that 'the only thing l-ihich is purposed herein is by example of 
others• miseries to dissuade all men fro all sins and vices.tnl.8 No 
the vices by which the mon fall in the nineteen stories are analyzed plain.. 
ly, not subtly or w:i.th restraint. For instance, 1owbrlW, who was banish-
ed by Richard II, was guilty of treachery,. pride, and envy. Richa.rd, 'lt.Jho 
was next. to fall , uwas a king 'Who ruled a.ll by lust and made little of 
justice, right , or law.n The authors manifestly concurred in the iden 
that en' s miseries spr....ng from "lack of due regard for measure, from 
rashness, overweening ambition, o.nd. intemp .... ranc ' They wrote tmdcr a 
strong conviction tha.t there is o. 11 salarye of syn.nett that must be paid 
here on oe.rth and that there is a chartable course i:heroby tan t s faul.ts 
bring h to ruin.19 
In more spocifie definition of tbo articular kind of retribution 
set forth in the dirror, its otorj_es ~tress immediate justice in the 
17Ibid., p. 279. 
18 Baugh,. p . 398. 
l9Fa...mham, pp. 284,-290. 
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mortal world. 20 His judgment cannot rest t--ill a. diVinely appointed date 
beyond temporal time; he has sinned intolerably againot tbe mortal ,10rld 
and by it he must be punished. Yet there is SCl othing outside tho nru.ndane 
"external. :impulse" to enforce :retribution. "Call 
it Fortune, the stars, or, more properly, God!' The idea. of Forl:.une as 
Sot1G'Wi1at of a representative substitute for God, ,,mo prominent in the 
Mirrot, coming to it froL1 medi.evnl tragical story. 2.1. The Mirror ' s exten-
sions and imitations, its progeey, took up the centr proposition con- · 
cerning retribution set forth in the original, and, according to Famham, 
t hey nbear l'Tltness that t,he tra,eeg.y ~ mundane retribution, not the trag ... 
edy or nundane iXTntionaJ.ity, had the ;.;,tronger power o! perpetuation and 
growth in Elizabethan England. 1122 It is not difficult to di..,cern what 
Elizabethan tragedy O"wes to this one dovelopir..ent alone in the Elize.bothan' s 
progress tmmrd the finished concept of tragecy, to say nothing of the 
Mirror • overall contribution, a well as the contributions of its dramat-
ic predecessors, to the art of tra.gical. moralizing in reui.tion to sin. 
There is little necessity to point out specific instances in Shakespea.re•s 
later tragedies of this multiple indebtedness of the poet to his own Eng-
lish llterar,y tradition. The obvious influence of t hat tradition upon 
his sublime conception of tr gedy in an overall ,.,ay needs no vindication; 
the tragedy of Macbeth alone illustrates that truth. 
* * · 
The foregoing chapters have pointed out some of the major ini1uences 
20Ibid. , p. 297. 
21Ibid. , p . 291. , 
22Ibid., p. 304. 
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that contributed to the developnent of Elizabethan culture, with a viet.'1 
always to drama.' s special position in the overall. picture. Every one of 
those influences was profounncy- and basically important, either directly 
or indirectly, to dramatic art, affecting its spirit,, its form and struc-
ture, indeed the very course of its ·splendid success in the world of 
literature. In Chapter One we saw how the Hebrew• s moral fervor and in-
tense spiritual feeling, along with his sense of sin and emphasis on di,-, 
vine retribution for evil, had a vital part in the shaping of Anglo-Snxon 
civilization for its earliest beginnings. Both Hebraisr:i and Hellenism 
were invaluable contributions to us as a race; but it was the stronger 
or the two , Hebraism, that made the deepest impression upon us in the 
realm of sin consciousness, the area of supreme importance to this thesis. 
Ext.ending it0 influence through Christianity, Hebraism weaved its prin-
cip1es of sin discipline and retribution into the spiritua1 .fabric of 
English society throughout the dark ages and to an appreciable degree a1J. 
during the Renaissance. 
In Chapter Two \'Je saw Hebraism. living again in Puritanism and in the 
Ref'orma.tion, and Hellenism in the Renaissance. The renewed Hellenism, 
like that of the anterior Greek world, was again reduced to minister to 
a regenerated Hebraisra, in that Puritanism, armed with its 1nighty Bible, 
became a virtually irresistible force in Elizabeth' s England, particula:x-
l y in the la.st half of her reign. The Puri tan I s movement , revolution-
i zing the character of the whole nation w.i.th its ardent conviction, its 
extreme sensitiveness to sin and severity regarding sin's retribution, 
while not working a universal religiou_s conversion, did drastically af-
fect the inner spiritual character of the people; and even while holding 
e.rt in contempt, tho Puritan's fervor reacted upon the literary wor1d to 
the extent of bequeathing to it ona.bnonnal. awareness of sin and a subjec-
tive persuasion regarding the retribution of moral la~tlessness. 
In Chapter Three the sixteenth century revival. of interest in La.tin 
Seneca was established as an historical "act. On the basis of excellent 
authority, it was affirmed that Seneca exerted tremendous influence upon 
Ellzo.bethan tragedy. Kycl's 9l?an;ish Trageg.y is a cardinal example of tha~ 
influence, 'While even Shakespca.re1 s later tragedies reveal some indebted-
ness to him. Tho Seneca.n -tradition ·was notorious for its particular em-
phasis upon themes of abnonnal. vice rui.d thrilling sexu.al. passion., result-
ing in severe retribution. Seneca prompted in the Elizabethan the taste 
for the unnatural~ for the unrestrained. display of violent lawlo::,sness 
and bloody retribution upon the English stago; and while Seneca' s direct 
legacy to English tragedy was heavy on this am.phasis .,, Seneca's influence 
in Italy., coming to England indirectly, yielded even a deeper impression 
of moral lawlessness. 
Chapter Four dealt with Elizabethan dl~ama• s ancestry.,. i . e . old sa-
cred drama, the morality play., the Mirror and its progeny.,. aJ.l teaching 
their powerful lessons in tragic moraliz.ing. They were in truth minis-
ters to the strongest el ement in English society--the religious spirit. 
The messages that these crude but dynamic experiment::; in tragedy left to 
the Elizabethan concerni..'rlg the horror of sin and 1etribution in the mun-
dane sense ·were too forceful to be f orgotten. The later Elizabethan 
dramatist rejected the didactic t~e of his dramatic predecessors but 
capitalized upon t he invaluable experience that. had been accumulated 
through ages of' Ill.Oral plot-making. 
Now to consider the conclusive rcsulto of the background forces 
upon drama.tic a.rt . Tra.ged;y felt the impact of this sin-retribution em-
phasis in two ·ro,ys . First, as hno been stated before and shall dem-
onstrated generally in Pa.rt II, tho spirit , the inner f orm and structure 
of drama bctr~ a direct effect of those great influences , a natural con-
sequence in that the Elizabethan ~r.right • s concept of life and art ra~ 
inevitably retraceable to hio spiritual o.nd cultural. enviro nt . Second, 
and quite apart from this ore direct influence, tragedy was yet to f eel. 
the strength of the sin idea through another roaJ. and influenciaJ. ediu.":l: 
the audience . Hore, to be sure, is a rcuarding phase of our study thus 
far . In spite of e. great deaJ. of unschola.rly critic.i written on this 
theme, Mr. Brander iatthows has ma.de some very irorthy observations in 
,mich he vocy cogently outlines the indisponsible role of the audience 
in tho success of t.he stage. He said significantly, If There is ever a tac-
it agreoment , a qu.aoi- contraot between the pley't'l!'ight .a.nd the playgoers. n~ 
This agreement is no more or less than logica.l since drama, he believes, 
is more tha.~ mere self-expression on the part of the poet; drama.tic art, 
to be gonuinol.y great, umust be the art of tho people as a. 'Whole, with all 
their divcrgencies of cultivation." It cannot be serenely' and objectively 
aloof, for its success is proport.ionata to the degree that it mirrors Na.-
tu.re ., Nature as it is conceived by the cultural. world from. which, and f or 
mose delight , it is produced. It is in a t e sense "a function of the 
crowd. rt It is of incidental :importance to us that MatthmtB is relatively 
succesoful in establishing generally the fact of o. corta.i.n l1prossuro11 
created by the audience upon the content of the drama, tl · nking in terms 
0£ the drama of a definite period or place; and he quotes for o.utho ity 
from Dryden and Johnson respectively: 
Z3Brander Matthews, A Stud;[ o.f' the Drama (Nmr York_, 1910), p . 69. 
They w o have best succeeded on the stage 
Have still confonned their genius to the age . 
The drama' s laws the drama' s patrons give; 
And \-ro who live to please, must please to live. 24 
But it is certainly not incidental to our study that the response of the 
audience, the measuro of its delight in, a.nd its otional participation 
in, drnma is de endcnt ever upon the spectator' s tastes and hi.s unreflec-
tive sympathies and attitudes tm-:ard life, which things are in turn 
pendent upon his background. The importance of Hebra.i , Puritani ,, 
Seneca, and pre-,.EJ.imbethan drama in the overall develoµnent of the Eliz-
a.bctha.n•o cultural attitude and emotional ap tie is beyond estimation. 
Those influences saturated the cultural at.mos here in \-A'li.ch he thrived 
with a superson:Jitiveness to sin, which sin 1 s to be e.c.companied by an 
inexorable law of retribution. The Elizabethan "Was conditioned as ·rew 
peoples in histo!"'J were to appreciate that particular interpretation of 
life that regards man I s fortunes and misfortunes in the light, of his 
moral- spiritual conduct. Therefore , the portrQYOJ. of sin faocina.ted. him 
to a unique degree and the working out o its retribution intrigued him 
no end., because these things meant more to him than ages less conditioned 
by such stern regs.rd for evil can roali~. Indeed, the ona.c ent, of sin 
h ld for the Elizabethan audience thrilling tional connot,ationo that 
an audience lacking such background ·rould never be capable of a.pprecia"''-
ing. He was ., as it ·rerc, ospocially prepared to enjoy to the full the 
power inherent in the idea of evil uhen it challe es the moral fou.nda.-
tions of society. In word, to realize fully the strength of the sin 
question in Shakcspoaroan ui.•m1r~, the modern reader does well to approach 
24Ibid., pp. 68-79. 
the grent tragedies with an mro.rcncss of those forces ·which so vital.ly 
influenced the moral and spiritual life of the Elizabethan pl~oer. 
When he , the modern, is cq1..tlpped with EJuch knowledge, the good-vs-evil 
struegle in Shakespeare lr.Ul pooscso for him the powor it , s originall.y 
intended to oxert . 
V. RAGIC SIP PLIED T THE FLAYS IlJ Gill 'RAL 
he· rtancc of the sin el ont in Shakes ea. c.n tr: gcdy is evi-
dent by the romil · nc it e · oys in the vast field of tragic action er -
atod by the great et I a.soumine nomcntru:·ily or the $alm of clnri :y 
t a.t sin co pa.res loosely wit ev or viJ.lo.iny.. Of a1J. t e tro.g ' ' ·cs 
comi.1 fx or, that period wo t ucll cru.l ha.keapoare ' s cro\ming m.atu-
· t , not on io ·tlthout a dark thread o' s·n as a bas·c, irrc laccable 
otif o lot . Indeed, the siago that ·10 d o.ccure to nny of tho 
purbly- r,otiv::.t tl plo' s , ..acbcth, for instance, if the sin cl 1 nt ror 
subtr ct d . is almost beyond est· ,:iation. 
S ·dcr , in his scholarly critci of ShtJtcs care,. sanctiona this 
remi.o Hh n he sey-s that the 11Shakcs "•can olution,0 obviouoly Snider' s 
designation for tho tragic dcnou nt , in whatever shape it 1 • ht occur, 
"has o e U.'1.cw:-.1.cmtnl principi the turn of tho deed upon th~ docr. 111 
It is tow this final dealing '\rlth tho roblem of sin, the doer s f'eI'-
ing for his docd, together v • th th jucJ&;.lent of the tragic na: -r 1.1:· :.hin 
the hero , that the total actio is initiated and ultimately directed. 
t is t e h 'art, the essential strerl[rth and '.lOwor o Shn.kcs eo.r an ;ict.ion. 
or a. clearer a precia.tion of this truth the action o " tragic lot 
may b cond ns into a rudirlentn.ry f o_ a for t cs co pie analysis: two 
rords onfli.ct d Solut · on. This is tl o very foun tion of tragic .. ot . 
Tragic sin takes its lace a., 
.formula as can bo socn in Sn2.dcr1 s explanation of the structure of Sho.k 
1Denton J . Snider, he hclespcaria.n D~ (St . Louis,. l 9) , p . I. 
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spearean dra.rna.2 11Gtrilt and Retribution" are, noreov~r, ccording to 
him the two principal [ovements of the action;3 e..t1d they c.ro iri vita.bly 
linked up wi th Conflict and Solution. Guilt~ the counterpart of sin, 
supplies the motive for Conflict whilo Conflict deals with sin by- estab-
lishing fin~ Guilt; Retribution effects the final Solution by e)iminat-
ing the source of c licks·' • Yot co:1_0 etel-y apart from the support 
of higher authority it is a thesi s capable of demonstration that. the 
Shc".\kespcarean conception of tragedy, and the iden of tragic sin a.re vil'-
tually inseparable; at l e st they ~ never separated in tho consumna.te 
tragedies be.fore us for conoideration: Hamlet , Macbeth1, !infi Lear, Othel-
12, Romeo mid Julieh end Bich:'l.rd rr.4 
!n this, ~he second ha.lf of the thosisl vro shall see this principle 
of sin working itself out in those six great pleys . Since all or soveraJ. 
of the plays share alike certain general cba..racteristi cs in relation to 
I 
the problem of sin, Cha.pter .. V will deal mth those particular aspects of 
sin that are co n property of Shakespearean tragedy in general; \'Jbile 
~ 
Chapter I' uill treat of tragic sin as each of the plays employs it in 
its own individual way. 
2Ihid • ., pp. LI - LII. 
3~., pp. XLIX - LIII . 
1"These six have been selected for two r-ea.sons . Firs\ and princi-
pally, ecause or their .. ·it_ csv :i.or d .iOnstrn.tl.IlR (t: · -:.,~ ..,_ ; .,econd, 
because they represent Shakespe re ' s superior attainments in separate 
ields of t,ra[,t;cly. ro esso1" Cl rl ... on, in his Sl a BSP u.ri 1 If3.J):~ctv:,· 
s that Hamlet, ™llo, Macbeth, and :!{ing Lear a.re enerally ,o.grced 
u n as ti 'lli.Oct consU1. :t... .. :roosions o Shakes11eare• s tr" ic a.1~; 
and he calls Romoo and Juliet "one of Shakespeare ' s most pre.forred 
play-s . 11 Coleridge placeo ·· , .rd I as nth ·rct o.nd st ~clruirable 
of all Shakespeare' s purely historical. pleys. *' 
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Tragic Sin Defined 
Tragic sin in its most simple application could be defined wi.th 
such plain terms as crime, injustice., vice , lawlessness., or in general 
a breach of the moral order sufficiently serious to warrant irrevocable 
justice. Tragic sin cannot bo a trivial offense , a common foible or 
frailty of htunan flesh, else it would not supply motive enough to affect 
so profoundly the course of tr ic action. It of course cn.n manifest 
itself in tho world of reality only through the medium of character i . e ., pc. :l 
personality; 3nd the individual who Commits sin in the tr88iC sense is 
destined to be possessed by it and eventually destroyed by it, at least 
because or it. Tragedy, ·when it runs truest to its real character, gives 
t he role of the tragic sinner to a personality other than the hero undor 
the familiar designation of villa.in; yet in Shakespeare the hero himself 
IlJ8¥ concciveably bo the tragic sinner, as in the case of !ll-ch II or 
}!§&_beth, a.ntithotical as that fact is to the purest idea. o.f tragedy. But 
whoever becomes guilty of the tragic offense becomes the pe oni.fication 
of the .forces of evil, marked for destruction by both divine and mundane 
justice. That individual and his sin a.re fused into a concrete reality 
in the action; .g. , Claudius' sin is a.s real to us a.sis Claudius 
self. It is not some nebulous nonentity which we have diff iculty identi-
fying or holding in mind. Claudius• ein ~ Claudius, just a.s Macbeth ts 
sin is cbeth. It would be difficult to conceive of fJ1JY" of tho Sha.ko-
spea.rean sinners apart from their vices• In sounding out the va.rio1.1.B 
epths and intensities of sin in its applico.tion to tragedy no attempt 
has . been made to delve deep into such metaphysical. studies as ttThe Eth 
ica.l rorld of Sho.kespeare11 5 or t The oraJ. System of Shake a.re; 116 rath-
5snider, P~ XXVII. 
6ru.chard G. ouJ.ton, The t oral S:vstem of ShgJ&~spea.ro (New York, 1903 
er, the attempt has boon to u.n erst 1d b sically what elements ap rod 
to Shakespeare ' s age a.s hateful and odious , yet t the rn.'1 tj_,-,,~ thrill-
ing; and the extent to which those ole ents inflamed the imagino.tion and 
stirred tho emotions -to positi vo res nse . Thia l o.st consider tion has 
brought us to the next point of inquiry- tho point t.11a.t in Shakespearean 
drama sin becomes r:JUeh ore. than a vo.gue opposite 0£ Greek phil.oaophicol. 
ideali , the Good and the Beautiful . Shakespeare invests it tlth the 
che.ro.ctor of a diabolic nogativo force work:i.ng havoc upon the moral ys-
t .. s of man. 
Now to elucidate that truth.. It ·was suggested a.bovo that tragic sin 
com. ares loosely with evil or villniey; and so it does whon it is consi 
erod carelessly with only superficial intore'"'t . But bee use of the Anglo-
Saxon religious conocience, gained fro Hebraism and Christianity, d -
sconding through centuries of harey tradition, tragic sin went beyond the 
p til.oaophical bstr ction caJ.led evil and beyond any ordinary literary 
interpretation of villainy. This fact io so aptl;r ox.pressed in a prcvi-
011s quotation f nds th t it · w.s al.together .fitting to borrow 
from it. ain .. S nds underlines the .Anglo-Saxon propensity toward 
doeponing the com.plexion of crime and intensifying lawlessness beyond the 
} chiavolli-M co ception of the Italian. Tho nglish µlaywright • s chaJ'I.. 
actc1s cont-ranted wi.th the It~ian rore ttten-fold darker and more terri-
ble ••• , sin, in his conception of chara.ct r , was complicated l'r.i.th tho sense 
of sin, s it had never bo..1n in Florentine or a Neopolita.n. n Nov it is 
this intense prooecu. tion 'th cr-lme and la.wlessncos, .. o in· cbeth, and 
thio ~ :iplificc t · on of -ovil e.nd ral perveroion, as in Othello , that is 
Seep. 1.8 of the Thesis . 
the essence of tragic sLti. \ e see it a.gain so clearly in the inhuman 
depravity of Lea.r' s daughters and in the very human., yet diabolical., 
schemes of Claudius . 
A question naturally' a.rises in connection ~dth these definit i ons: 
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Does this interpretati on of Shakespearean plot do vi olence to the unive:r-
sal ideal of tragedy? an ideal as ancient as the Greeks themselves; nam 
ly that the tragic horo must be inherently noble ., not evil; but yet to be 
truly tragic he muot be tho author of his own calamity through some trag-
ic defect of character, rather than having some extenlal f orce cause his 
fall . In other words, in this shift from the conventional. treatment of 
tragic material-Shakespeare ' s heroes are somethimes infamously evil , 
like l• cbeth, or if not ., the effecting of the tragic termination may de-
pend upon the villain, as in Iago ' s ca ... e, quite as I!D.lCh as upon the hero 
himself- has Shakespeare violated the true spirit of tragedy? The import 
of these questions is old in Shakespearean criticism. It suggests the 
spirit of a ovement in critici that flourished with the seventeenth 
century revival of classici and withered fortunately in the light of 
Doctor Johnson's common- sense judgment, a vement that presumed to weigh 
Shakespeare in the balances of classical tragic rules and find him wanting. 
The fallacy of such mislogic is exposed by the exceptionally common-
place fact that Shakuspca.rean and Greek drama must be judged on relativ 
ly independent bases since Shakespeare served an age physically, mental.-
J.y., and spiritually din·erent from that of Euripides . Eliz bethan civili-
zation differed profounclly from the Grecian in the matter of conviction 
and of taste, if not also in the basic interpretation of life itself,. 
The dift·erence is of course fundamentally a difference in background and 
experience, a .ract ma.de clear earlier in the thesis •) This alone makes 
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the classical scorn of Shakespeare absurd. 
Furthermore the criticism of modern_ times is practically in agree-
ment t hat Shakespeare is virtually beyond the negative restrictions of 
static l aws . He is not lightly discounted as being himself a qualified 
~ tic la·wgiver. Yet it is important that Shakespeare did not utterly 
repudiate the drar" tic principles or Greek tragedy; ho simply transconds 
them when they are :i.nfiexible or outdated. Take for instance Aristotle's 
much,...treatod "unitieS:'. According to Doctor Johnson ' s liberal interpre-
tation of the unity of action,8 Shakespeare properly observes that first 
unity in keeping with its importance , as all the tragic plots from Romeo 
and Juliet to H et ill~strate. On the other hand in none of the plays 
does he take too seriously the second and third unities, time and place, 
just as Aristotle's original intention indicates less insistence concern-
ing their ap lication. 
In the matter of Aristotle•s 0 tragic flaw' principle-the fact that 
the hero must bear within him.self the ma.king of his own 1 entable fall 
through some weakness of characte?'-Shakcspcaro has not so much taken 
ara:r ho has added to; he actually enhances the idea. by ca.sting other 
forces into rel tionship wlth i t . Notice how Hamlet and Oedipµs are rlif'-
ferent in plot . Oedipus is sole cause of his woa, while Hamlot has Cl,;u-
dius to blame, as well as his om fraility , for the tragic fate he sur-
fers . It is the same with Othello, Lear. Romeo and Juliet . The evil of 
others is highly instrumental in br inging about their col.amity,., In real-
ity it is ab sically different approach to the interpretation of charao-
ter .. Inst0ad of lea.viJlB t.he tragic frailty to bring abo t the final ea.-
8wn1iam Thrall and Addison Hibbard,. A Handbook to Literature (New 
York, 1936), p. 451. 
tastrophe aJ.on, Shakespeare ha.a linked with it. in the action an element 
of deep ral lawlessness to heighten the effect and to ma.ko the tragedy 
more perplexing and complete. 
Then in keeping with the authority inherent in his greatness Shake-
speare set side the Aristotelian dictum that the tragic hero must tran--
scend th proportions of the cOOJJnon man by high birth when he gives othel-
lo and Romeo and Juliet heroic roles; and ha further abrogates the classic 
principle by offsetting the tragic with contra.sting comic scenes, even in 
some of his most serious trage ·es. moo and Juliet, for e:>altll;ltle, opens 
1-rlth puns and jests, followed l. ter by the Nurse ' s, as well as ercutio•s, 
lei'Jd but laughable wit-. ~ had its Fool, Ho.ml.et its comic grav er 
scene, aJ.ong with Hamlet• ... own wi tty sarcaSll.15 and word-pl~, othello its 
Roderigo; and even the sober Richard II has its ridiculous episode where 
York accuses his son, ,Aumerle., before the newly crowned Bolingbroke. 
To digress momentarily from the central thought , it IIlc\Y' be signif-
icant to observe that the classical approach to tragedy had already suf-
fered som change with a minimum of offense to Elizabethan critics. Such 
teuhnica.1 spocts of Greek plot s tho chorus and the~ ,e ma.china,. 
not exactly comp tibl in their origina.1 forms with the model"J1 idea of 
drama, were improvised in vario ys or omitted enti ly', a fact suffi-
cient in itself to illustrate that tragedy is elastic enough to accommo-
date itself within reasonable limits to the necessities of e.n;r age . 
Shakespeare asserted his sublime independence again, and b;r all 
means most forcibly, in the realm of character, st productive of all 
Shakespearean fields of critici .9 Of the nvriad critical comments on 
9i1a11a~, p. .170. 
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this th e one is at the moment most significant: "The greatest contri-
bution of dom times to tho drama, however, is cbamctcr., and it is 
character expressed in poetry that makes Shake are•s plays great as_ 
perhaps even greater than, those o! AEsehylus, Sophocles , and Euripides .nlO 
HaJ.lado.y, from whoo the above quotation was ta.ken, delineates as nicely 
e.s any of Shakespeare•s critics what the poet has done for drama even 
bo ond the sublime efforts of Euripides and Sophocles. Here it is in 
para hrase: Action was supreme in the classical models; Aristotle s ed 
In Shakespeare ., 
dral'nD. bec.r o more than merely an imit :tion of ction; it became the npro-
jection of ehar cter in action. 11 It.. might even be said t hat in Shale 
speare d the , den1 d 
cha.racter.11 The stock fi 
action is subsidiary to and dependent upon 
s of Greek tragedy, embodimento of abstract 
· principles acting as pi ppets to illustrate an oJJ.-significant truth, were 
rejected by the pirit 0£ the Renaissance for more genuine representations 
of life in the f orm of ctual flesh and blood personalities acting in 
real. situations , pitted against e ch other in gre t conflict. 
Shakespe re was un uestion bly destin.od to give the most cons1.l!1JI1at 
expression to the ne\1 concept of character, for herein is his transcen 
nt ~atneas ns et: nrhe dellne tioh of character is usually consid-
ored Shakes are • a greatest gift . nl2 [orcover, his 1• supremacy'' res idea 
in. tho f ct that his II characters are not s inply an . en bocliment of some ab-
etraction of virtuo or vice; thoueh they have, and must have, virtue and 
l Oibid. 
11rbid .. -
l2snider, p. XI.VII ,. 
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viee; nor are they merely the outer active superficiality of a living 
being, without t he inner ssence of man, though they have ., mst have , 
life and action. 0 13 Without contr diction Shakespeare ' s characters--the 
timeless lovers , Romeo and Juliet; the universal personality and man of 
world, Hai. et, the noble , naive Othello; and the soul- distraught I cbet h 
and Cl"udius--all live out the i'u1l exp ssion of their coMplex individ-
uality so co etely that that fact alone would make them immortal. 
To be sure, it is through the medium or ch r cter that Shakespeare 
experiences the de_,,peot rea.li zation ot his dr :.a.tic po1tror; and moreover 
it is in the treatment of character t h t tragic sin enters to plt\V its 
all- important role . Sin 1' s entrance in the ct ion transforms character 
from a simple, stati c representat ion of a type into many- sided active 
force capable of challenging the very foundati ons of the ral order i t-
self, and c p ble of altering even the values of life. Sin in the oonds 
of Shakespe r becomes a means to reveal ch racter, an innt ent wit h 
1rmich to probe into the most remote recesses of the soul d dro; 1 its 
hidden mel'ning into the l':-Orld of visible r elity. Notice the tra.nsf o 
:ti on in cbeth t s ch cter as he contemplates and finally yields to 
tho suggestion of evil. What mi ht have been a relatively simple soul i s 
no tho arena of a. thousand clashi rr. conflicting emotions; and every part 
of his personslit;r is in.fl ed and dilated out of portion. Shake-
speare al.lows sin to probe into Macbet h' s inner being and 1 bare its 
miser,v for us to see . So it is \'rlt h Claudius and Richard II . On the 
other hand.sin is virtually a.s effect ive in drawing out character in per-
./ 
sonaJ.ities other than the sinner hlmSelf . Iago ' s sin tr sfo the do-
]Jibid. I p,. XLVIII . 
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cidcdly uncomplicatsd nature of Othello into a monst:rof>ity of tion., 
aded by joaJ.ousy; while the two evil daughters turn Lear into ragintJ,, 
maddened philosopher; and the sin of others brings out unbelievable b 
ties of emotion and romantic pathos in Romeo and Juliet. On eve cowit 
sin is an ef1'ective revealer of character. 
Tragic sin mas- express itself in each plot in various fo and to 
varying intensities- bition, avarice, hate., murdcr--with the different 
individual sins ca.st into sundry ' inations; but in each plot., though 
f!Very aspect of 1 wlessness ho.a a separate identity 0£ its o ., it is 
more properly considered a part of n ,mole idea.: that is to stey" that 
tragic sin bas unity somewhat of its own in each plot., ving in all 
its individual phases toward a total, final result. In that progression 
from beginning to result, it may originate in some e1emcntal form like 
ambition, and ovolve into a more advanced stage, e .g. uncontrollable as-
piration, and eventual.ly- bre '1c forth into overt ction in the form of 
murder, as Macbeth very graphically illustr :t:.es. Or according to the 
same pattom with merely the individual sins changed, the development of 
the same unity regarding sin ma,r be observed s it builds a.round tho ti.ek-
ed Iago and a.gain around Le t, s detestable daughters~ beginning in SOl 
kind of hatred and advancing into extreme violence that fatally engulfs 
the oinner, as well as the rel tively innocent person uho has been sinned 
ainst . On the other han<;, the fully-developed expression of the sin I!ll\Y' 
ho sprung into the action a.t the beginning: for instance the play might 
open with its principal theme the vindication of a 1urder committed pre,.. 
viously, as we see in Hamlet. But regardless of this difference, tragic 
ain 1n10rka toward tho esta.blis ent of guil.t and engages all the dramatic 
action either to involve the individual deeper and deeper in a state of 
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irrevocable guilt ol" to prove his guilt. Notice., as a case in point, that 
the plot tightens around the ambitious Macbeth from the be ·nning., even as 
it does a.round Reean and Goneril, d Richard II., for the express purpose 
of tiplying hi sin and forcing him deeper and deeper· into a st te of 
guilt; ns for Claudius., the action is directed re specifically to\ 
fixing guilt upon him., althouah ho is manifestly ~ntangled r e inextri-
cably in the ,~bb of guilt as he '°t o- es to free himself. 
Now as to s·.n•s absoluto ultimate objective implicit in tr edy, it 
is not 05sontial different from its philosophicol. counterpart st :ted in 
Hebrew-Christian thcolo : The complete overlhrow of tho ethical otder--
v. ·ch it cannot aeeomplis .,involving tho dest ction of mo.n, or tter., 
the individual, which f ct :i.t con conceivably accot1pli.sh, inde d ch it 
do .... s accomplish in avery one of the puzys . Moreover tt strives to destroy 
not only the guilty, i . e . the actual sinner, buv el o those who are in-
volved quite · st their will ond relatively innocent, like ot1ello, a. 
point that 1all be clarified in l ... ter discuaslon. So in reallty sin pro-
pooes to force its effects even beyond si.I:lply establishing guilt. The 
asoning leading to that conclusion io simpl: Sin ho.sonly one true 
s tin its finality--destructio The spectator cannot coneoivo of 
sinner in the t ·c sense eventually surviving tho implied penalty for 
his doc ; he st die for it. Acco? · v::,. Claudius e ot concAi bly 
autli vc the ju.'Jt rec cnse for his m er, oloe i :oul.d not satisfy our 
sonse of justice, an indispen"'able part. of the final tragic emotion. Iago• 
r oh Ty alt# Goneril and Regan could not escape death or it would striko 
the specto.tor as a travesty of tragedy. One Bible writer expressed it ti$ 
t'ollo\' ~: 11 sin, en it is fir.iflhed, bringeth forth de th. 1114 It is this 
14 James 1:15. 
quality in the nature o.f "'in that portends impending di "'aster: it must 
of necessity ~ rd all viho t '"'te of it wlth complete ruin. The r ent 
we oee t he victim embark on ~ course of :3 • , sin in the tragic sense, 
we arc ·tton with tho juotifiod reali?.ation t t this course mu.st ul-
;6 
t ' tel y end in death, incl ding hurt and probable destruct on for others 
·mo re conp, D.tively unclesorv:ing. So to this end the total i, ea. of 
tragic sin st er.brace the not ion of l :t lessness to the point of no re-, 
turn., Th- spectator, l.'1lothcr beholding the sinnei co ·ttir~ his deeds• 
or simply being inro1med indirectly of their char cte ; tIUSt sense in 
them the nat ure 0£ such offense that rcpe tance and reconcilia.t-ion w.it h 
tho outraged el cnts aro impossible; for instance, i-:e !mow instinctively 
t t J. cbeth, fter Dunean' o murder, and Richard, after confiscating Hel'-
eford' s inhoritanc , can never turn back an make pe co, full. peace, wi th 
the societ y they have of.fended. Or at le st he, the spectator, nust 
in\' rdly SSU that repont:ince is molly inconsistent with the chara.o-
tor of the sirme:r--Iago 1 &.bond, Goncril, ~gan, all by their vc ;/ naturo 
assure us th ta change of he on their pro--+ is impossible, t-:hile Cl au-
dius a.t preyi r actually tells us s much- so that redemption from tho o 
deal i untbinko.bl short of unconditiorutl juntice. In t e \·rorki.ng o ,t 
of t hat justice in tragic plot , a ldnd of toto.l disaster is always · pl i c-
i t; and tragedy oprlngs from tho dis tor in that sin l s dcstr o d oo 
thing besides the sinner, so.mcthin,e that m...s precious, of unrecover il 
value, and essentially good, Dlthouzh im! rfect. We sense approaching 
chaos a.s justice presses th sinner, Claudius., or I o, or t ho evil dUo , 
Goneril and P..egan, to fu].l _p~ nt of l"in; but l>f-S are moved with feel-
ing of tragic I grot th t priceless t ·· like H et, or Othello, 
or Lear, though faulty and t o a certain degree deserving, i s overwhelmed 
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in the tide of judglnont. Even in regard to ~cbcth an Richard II j 
tice is forced to destroy so ething that couJ.d havo been noble, good, and 
rortmmile. 
That final juotice just mentionvd is fru:tlliar in critici under the 
heading the concl "'iVe pho.se of th..... ole action when all 
w:t"Ong~ are punished and right is ost,ore Only by it is the r· trag-
ic result effect d, since it tics together, co to spe , all tho v.u"i.ous 
strands of the action and gives th 1 .a. gratifying s::.gnificance by setting 
things traight and equal. that . eretof ore ·roro U..."1.justly out of pro rtion 
on tho aido of evil, a state o affairs anply c!.cocribed by mlctts. 
orablc p "'O,. u tho time is out. o join n Notice, hot.rover, tl1 t ro rlbu-
tion has not one, but roolly two functions: first, and o::.t mportant t 
us, it ocl.o 1- · th the oin of tho tragic sin or, or villo.in ro • · ght say 
for ci~.rity' s a.k¢; and second, it deals .rlth the fatal frail y· .i:i.thin 
the horo(thinking now o.f those a· con 1hen the horo, e . g •. Othell 1 ·s 
1!21 tho sinner. Regarding 1 cboth a.."'ld Ric n , who both fill th dual 
role of hero and sinner 1 ·, shcl.l co sidor :retribution as cy falling 
upon th boca.uno or their ovil, without technical. speculation as to 
which function io involved.) . In regard to itc first ctio retribution 
is ru, inevitable countc1 art of tragic sin, since it oJ.lows sin a..o de-
struction f'ollo -1s in tho wake o" fire. It boconos a logical no cosity in 
view of guilt, tho finished work ot sin: the s nsc of oral rcsponsibli y 
on tho part of the audience d ,mands that it be oo. s far as Elizabethan 
urr<.llln. is concerned, \'tithe.mt rutrlbution for sin t.horo wuld no tr ody 
in tha true sensa; the ct:!.vil •.,iould "'ppear ao a ::serioo of o isodcs lack-
ing a satisfactory conclusion. I£ Haml t closed uithou..: C1awlius e ling 
the chastonine rod of justice, a princin.1..e c on to al] the S1 WO 
..,houl.d consider ourselves quite :impooed pon by one o po"' ess d pit-
i.tully imperfect conception of dramatic ot. The pl t action t 
satisiy the tragic tion, of mich justic for sin is a. very n ce sary 
; and, ving into tho a of tribut ·on• s second function, t 
completed action , st leave the feeling that all nrag factions at 
peace with the world. In nccomplis · this, the t minat · 
di.at s all conflicts 0£ the p ceding struggl. , d bring h ny 
t on rival fore s .15 In other o the sirm r is judged and th h ro, 
ev n tho h h represents the se of right, suffers to hi tragic reak-
nes .. . By of petition, retribution' s probl l.s broad: the pect -
tor•o sens~ of justice mu.st b sat1sfi d, all 1 onto of the action t 
bo reconciled to the ral. and ethical o er; in briof, s we ha.vo quoted 
Snider as snying before, the lldeed mu,;.,t be rAturned upon the doer, ' both 
in spect to the villain a.."ld the he • This done, retribution is ac 
p1ished and the action is satisfactorily teminated. 
The fact itsolf that retribution ha n. broader office in Shakespe 
ea.n. thon the judgment of the t ic sin needs further explanation. 
If it did not h :ve such duaJ. function, then retribution' s work rould not 
be exa.ctl:, t · ic. For insta.n.C;., if a.b5ol te justic in due proportion to 
guilt is rendered to the sinner, then there i of course no t , 
inc~ tr edy desert . 
We have genuine pleasure in seeing JrOng .f"Ul.13 punished; we ency- joi e 
at tho sight of a cruel man being repaid lrith cru lty. Strict tribu ion 
for sin, then, -would be nx> ekin to the spirit or 
since the villain uld suffer and the good hero ,,;ould go unocathed. 
l5This sentence is a loose p aphra.se of Snider, p. rl9. 
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Therefore if Claudius and Iago . did suffer fully for their guilt, while 
Hamlet and Othello triumphed finally• not even then would we have trage-
dy. On the other han<!, ,:1e are simply shocked a.t seeing a completely inno-
cent man suf~er. Retribution, then, must deal with more than actual sin 
and yet not fatally involve the completely innocent individual., which is 
to sa:::, that the hero must be at fa.ult at least to some degree . In the 
most excellent expressions of tra.gocly', say Hamlet , Othello, or Loar, 
.Shakespeare has beautifully worked out the proper combination. He lul.s so 
inte1'-10ven the element of sin in the villa.in and the principle 0£ the 
tragic flaw in the hero into the thread of tho action that retributive 
justice falls on both in the end; but the real traged;y' lies in the fact 
that the hero in the final. analysis brings calamity upon himself through 
his mm frailty, not that the tragic sinner is destroyed.16 The office 
of tragic sin accordingly is not to produce the tragic effect directly. 
While heightening the suspense and intensifying the action, it acts indi-
rectly upon the final tragic result by agitating the fatal weakness with-
in the real tragic indi,ridual . The effectiveness of this relationship 
is clear in Othello . There is no tragedy in t t Iago is delivered to 
the torturers in the closing scene, but certainly the real tragedy in tho 
story is t he result of his sin, since by his wicked intrigues Othello's 
pathetic weakness is amplified and aggravated to the point that he cam,.. 
mits a act wa.rranting no less than death itself. It is Othello who is 
actually tragic, but it is Ia.go the sinner who causes him to become so. 
The significant relationship between tragic sin and the hero's fatal 
16when the hero is himself the tragic sinner, a.s in [acbeth, the 
final result cannot be as truly tragic as when the villain arid the hero 
have different roles . 
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11eakness or frailty ( considering for the ooment only thoso instances when 
the hero is not the tragic sinner) is ms.de still clearer by Snider' s di.a-
cussion of the lntter l.Ulder the ho ding, the Nnture of Tragedy:" here 
mu_st be something within the Individual wich brings him to destruction; 
there must be a principle which fills his breast and drives him forward 
to his .fa.to; his den.th is to spring r:rom his deed. «17 The la.st clause 
does not refer necessarily to the tragic sin, except concerning cbeth 
and Richard II , but refers more properly to the tragic error arising from 
t he frailty or naw -within the hero. Trageey, there:f'oro, is something 
more than the result 0£ purely external forces acting against the tragic 
Individual. In a real sense he., the noble hero, must bear within his 
natu.ro the . bryo of tragedy if' 11hir.i denth is to spring f rom his deed. u 
In othel~ words, he must be so constituted within that circumstances coo-
spiring from t·ri.thout produce tragedy through him. Lear and othello, for 
two excellent exnraples, ca.use the tragedies of Lear and Othello by their 
very nature, but unfortunate circ tances eon curring in both cases for 
the purpose of destroying tho tragic Individual, a.re responsible for bring-
ing out the worst within him, rorcing him, as it were, to destroy himself. 
Very important in this process is the 0 principle11 which possesses him and 
r1drives him forward to his fate. 11 hat principle within the hero is the 
central propelling force of tho tragic movement. Hamlet, Othello, ~ 
all illustrate how forcibly the hero is borne up on the strength of that 
principle, how the action is literalJ.y driven to greater intensity by it. 
Significantly enough, tragic sin and its retribution supplies the hero 
with this compelling principle, remembering of course that we a.re still 
l7 l Snider, p . •. 
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considering plays in whi ch hero and sinner a.re di.ffer nt characters . 
The tragic Individual inherits the responsibility of dealing with the 
lawlessness involved, as does Hamlet, in which case he becomes t he _L~ent 
to effect its retr-ibution; or he is forced , like Lear, to wear out his 
days resisting it and denouncing its horror; or else ,. like Othello ., he 
is deceived by evil and is imbued witb o. false principle. At any rate, 
sin provides the hero with an aJJ.- poworful. motive overshado · > all else ,, 
,mich in turn urges him on until he falls under retribution• s al.l-engul..f'-
ing stroke. And in those instances where the_hero io himself guilty of 
the tragic sin, as is Macbeth, the very sin itself supplies him witb that 
principle which drivoo him on to destruction. 
We have already noted that strict equality is not observod in the 
out1.rorking of retribution's two functions; i , e., first , the sinner•s pun-
ishment and, second, the hero ' s jud.gment--indeed, herein is the very es-
sence of tragedy, to reiterate an earlier observation: one receives judg-
ment according to desert but the other receives judgment out of proportion 
to desert. As to the hero 1,re experience n sens tion akin to surprise re-
garding his judgment: we do not wish for, nor instinctively ina·..,,t upon, 
retribution for his f ults; so that we do not look fonr.µ'd to it with mzy-
degree of expectancy. For ex.ample·, though Lear' s fault brings ori his 
misery, our thoughts a.re not bent upon eeci ng him punished ft l y; an 
t he ref ore hio de th so ewnat stuns us . But turning to the sinner, we not 
only e.."'q)cct.,. but instinctively demand t.ha.t he pay in fuJJ., because justice 
has no re.serva.tions concerning hm. We look forward with desire to the 
moment 'When Iago and Claudius will be exposed and destroyed. Now since 
retribution' .s cl.earest, most obvious l'rork is in regard to tragic sin, 
which is , after all, its first function, that phase is the most signifi-
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cant to our study. With this in r.tlnd we will proceed further into the 
invest·ga.tion of retribution's nature and work regarding sin. 
To begin t-rl.thJt the principle of retribution, in some form, is as old 
as drama itself: Oedipus, Creon, Theseus all suffer a fonn of retribution. 
But retribution in its application is hardly the same in any age. In 
their cases !"ate is penalizing man for his frailty. In Seneca an almost-
personaJ. fate punishes mnn for his monstrous perversity, not for a mere 
naw or error of judgment. In the Morality Play a personal God vindi-
ca.tea His righteous justice against sin. In Revenge Tragedy, as in Shake-
speare, the divine element is still ultimately responsible for the pun,,. 
ishment ot moral. m-ong, but man through temporal means carries out divine 
order, a.a both the Spanish TragedX and Hamlet ply illustrate. Mo mat-
ter in what age it is found, however, retribution' s strength lies in the 
inn te assurance in h'wnan nature that justice will prevail over wrong; 
and this conridence was strong in the Elizabethan min • 
This basic demand tha.t justice be satisfied is given one of its most 
powerful expressions in al.l ur, .... , .,. .. tic action by K;yd in his pJ.03 just men-
tioned, the Spanish Tragedy, a decade before Shakespeare began to create 
his greater tragic plots. Isabella., while Hieronimo f or the moment thinks 
only of mortal revenge• displays the expectation, the characteristic un-
f altering assurance of an urmltoring providential law of retribution when 
she cries out in grief for her murdered son, Horatio: 
The heav•ns are just; murder cannot be hid: 
Iim is the author of both truth and right, 
And time will bring this treachery to light.18 
In a following soliloquy Hi ron:i.Jno vents a. similar con.fideneet 
18Thomas Kyd, The S9anish Tragegv; (London, 1925), II,v,l 111. 
0 sacred hoa.v1nst if thio unhall.o ' d deed, 
If' this inhuman and barbarous attempt, 
If this uncompara.ble murder thus 
Of mine, but now no more my son, 
Shall unrcveal'd and unrevcngcd pa.as, 
How should we term your dealings to be just, 
If you unjust do with those that in 
your justice trust?l9 
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It is this strong sense of assurance in the Elizabethan mind, that crime 
and trespass of divine law, :t':rom the momont it is committed to tis final 
consummation, st be vindicated, which gives tragic plot much of its 
suspense and power. itness the immediate and sustained effect. u n the 
action of Hamlet when the ghost exposes the crime element involved in old 
Ha.ml.et •s death. The real action has not actun.lly begun until that moment . 
It io only then that Hamlet becomes endowed with his great all-engulfing 
purmse and every mind that follows that action t hrows i ts support to 
the end of accomplishing justice. 
The entrance or tho ghost into our cliscusGion iliustrates the part. 
which the divine plays in the retribu-tive justice of Shakespe rean plot. 
As mentioned in the above para.grapn, the divine, supernatural element is 
always active along with the element of mortal revenge, or divine law has 
been broken. Notice tho.t Hcironimo and Isabella. a.dr~ress their appeals to 
the uheav•ns, 11 1 anil.ct speaks of being 11 Prompted to [ms] revenge by hea.ven,»20 
and t he disillusioned Lear calls :for "All the star• d vengeances of heaventt21 
to fall on his ungrateful ughter. ·1acduff likewise solicits the ttgentle 
hcavenstt in a manner which assures us t hat Providence is on his sioe when 
19Ibid., III, ii, 5-11. 
2<\iency Norman Hudson, The Tr:agecly of Hamlet ( ew York, 1909) , II,ii , 
571. ,., 
Thomas Parrott and Robert Telfer, "Lear, 11 Shakespeare (Nett York,. 
1929), II,iv,164. 
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he desires to be brought to contest trl.th Itacbeth;22 while Frair La'h'ronce 
reminds the ha.t bearing Capulets in their sorrow that heaven is punish-
ing their grievous error. 2.3 Even when not so specifically stated, this 
fact is :implied, because human revenge is not enough; even tlou.gh the 
actual execution of justice is delegated to man, something more than man 
must be interested in prosecuting evil. For instance, remove the super-
natural intcreot in the case of Hamlet and delegate punishment of the 
der to human revenge merely, as powerful as tha.t motive is, and the plot 
is seriously \-reakened. Its strength lies in the fact that the spiritual. 
real.ms bears an infinite interest in the matter, attested by the ghost's 
return to whet Hamlet•s almost blunted purpose. Inn word, this supe?-
natura.l. interest working itself out through human agency is the essence 
of retribution as it appears in Shakespeare. 
The characters cbeth and Richard II create a speci al problem in 
relation to tragic sin•a definition, since, as has beon pointed out before, 
they both sin in the tragic sense while enjoying the role of hero . It 
would see1I1 that they might complicate matters by king tragic sin and 
lawlessness appear to be the same as Aristotle ' s idea of the flaw or frail-
t y within the hero . In reality Macbeth and Rich rd are probably the bent 
.iJ.lustrations possible to make clear tho distinction we are attempting to 
make between sin and genuine human wakness. For examplet the distinct 
difference between the two is best appreci ated by contra.sti ng the moral 
f ailures of cbeth and Oedipus. Most certainly the do\tmfall of both re-
sults frora inherent moral 1ci>akness; but the rrogance of Oedipus , culmi.-
22Richard Grant White, ShakesJJ!:tarets cbeth (New York, 1897) , IV, 
iii,231-5. 
23\illiam J . Rolfe, Shakesp ,nre•s Tragedy of Romeo ancl Jullot (New 
York, 1921), J.V,v,94. 
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na.ting in the unwitting and unp editated murder o:f his fat her and the 
bringing to light of his inc0-st, is i nfinitely dif·rerent in character 
from cbeth' s deliberate and diabolical butchery of Duncan, Ba.nquo, and 
Maeduff' s family. Their reactiona to their respective sins are at t.he 
same time altogethf.'3r different. Oedipus acknotledges his guilt with the 
despair of a hopeless victim of fo.t a. te fixed by the gods apart; from 
his bility to alter. acbeth, on the other hand,. broods over his crime; 
~ 
his conscience afflicts him and provokes him to the vilest extremes, 
1'1hile he mul.tiplies atrocious crime to eoVQr crime. A normal response 
to Oedipus ' s plight is pity that attempts to justify him, at least to 
insist on his innate honor.. For Macbeth one ney experience a sense of 
pity for the f ct that a man could become so enslaved by his baser nature 
when there were great possibilities of nobility of character in him; but 
at the same ti.me he no~ expects and innately de ds that the crime 
be exposed and punished. Oedipus's error, in brief then,, actually does 
result from an honest fl :w or frailty, but Mtl.cbeth•s from a basica.ll,y 
criminal motive. 
Before proce ding to tho individual analysis of the plays, one more 
qual.ification is necessary. The over-all principle of tragic sin and its 
correction by divine retribution, working itself out through h agency,. 
is not to be confused in any sense with dida.cticism. True enough, the 
Elizo.bothan1s particular adaptation of sin and its retribution to art.is. 
tic purposes most likely rould not have been possible without his relation 
to a Heb rm hristi theological background; and true enough rof essor 
Schelling on good authority describes Elizabethan drama "as an artistic 
graft on the old sacred drama," an age of drama dominated by didacticism, 
often 11divertod to the schoolmaster• s purposes in moralitiesn with uita 
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roots in fodieval Christi othics11 and having as its O .firot main el 
ent •• • t e religious le :re:.1t . u fuile Hebraism · d Christianity exercised 
visibl influence on Eliza than dr . , and wh.il the old sacred ' , 
S 1elling believes, tran-- · tted po rerful elements of' its strength to 
iza.beth ' s times , S aspcare sauredl:y did not serve the didactic intel'-
est , nor -.,ro hio tragedies meant to be moral lesoons . The ra.1 i.nflu-
nce of the past upon him rorc not of t e nature to mak his work a kind 
o:f glorified p1 clung. Someone ha.o clarified this truth beautifully by 
s¢ng that tdth vhakcspcarc rightcouoness itself' seems subject and subol'-
di.nat to th iastcrd of fate • . This idc is i.-roll supported by line 6 
of the prologue to eo and Juliet . It seemo only fair to crit:.cisr.1 to 
conclude that Shakespeare was not dedicated to pers ding men ton the 
fa al cons qucnco;;, of sin, but tho.the utilized the responses of an age 
that ·was subjectively convinc~d of that truth. 
ClIAPTER VI . TRAGIC SIN IN THE IlIDIVIDUAL 'I'RAGEDIES 
Jlomeo !1Jd Juliet 
Romeo and Juliet logically heads the list of the six great tragedies 
in demonstra:t.ing the idea of tragic sin for two reasons: First , it io 
general.ly considered to be the earliest of Shakespeare•a greater trage-
dies; md second, it presents problably the most unique problem relating 
to tragic sin found in any of the pl~s. 
The elerient of sin as an influential factor in shaping the final 
tragic destiny of the lovers is unmist~kable. The prolo e announces 
clearly that two things are eventua.lzy responsible for the lovers pi'iful 
end: . Fate-they are "star-crossed" lovers-, and Sin in the form of an 
ancient grudge breaking forth into a new civil strife. Shakospe.:?.rr. mP-a.ns 
to underscore these forces by ca.lling attention to them before the action 
ever begins; obviously they a.re to be regarded by the audience as tanta,. 
mount to the action., Of the t\-ro , sin is the more emphasized, both in the 
prologue and in the action. Fate is unmistakably :bn.plied in the brief 
reference to the lover•s stars, and the work of fate throughout the play 
is implied more than it is actually mentioned. Sin, embodied in the 
hatred between the feuding factions, besides being emphasized in the pro-
logue, is reiterated again and again t hrough dia.loguo and action. Shak 
spea.re even calls the reader' s f"inal attention to the sm question in the 
closing moments of the play by r mphns!7.ing that the catastrophe ' s VeI7f 
purpose is to purge away the enr. · ty between foes and off ect cOI:1.plete rec-
onciliation, 
Probably the most pex~inent statement in all criticism on the play 
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relative to our interest is credited to the eminent Shakespearean editor,. 
William Ro1fe : 
It is the pa.rents , not the children, that have sinned, and the sin of 
the pa.rents is visited u;pon their innocent offspring. This is the bUl'-
den of the prologue; and it is most emphatically repeated at the close 
of the play.l 
The pi'inciple employed here, the sinless, the just, suffering death for 
the unj1.~3~. e is never used in quite t he same f orm aga ·n in any of the po-
et• s tragedies . It is the crux of the aforementioned unique problem 
·lhich Ro eo :.nd Ju1iet presents. Shakospea.ro has depended almost entire-
ly upon oocternal forces , inevitability, in other ·words, to bring about 
the catastrophe . The particular method used in acquiring the sense of 
i nevitability, namely the 'Senece.n-like Fate and the Feud, has caused 
Charlton to criticise the structure of the pl83'" to the point of saying 
that •tas a pattern o£ the idea of tragedy, it is a. failure . 11 2 The Roman 
conception of Fate a.s an all- controlling force in human af.fairs ,. he feels , 
is too obsolete to be made real to the modern audience; and the .feud, an-
cient to the extent of loosing its original ferocity is too weak to supply 
suf1·iciont motive for so horrible a result . Regardless of the value ,of 
such conclusion, the sin character of the dee seated .grudge maintained by 
the feuding factions, the fact that the feuders are threatening the ve!'y' 
foundation.al principles of Nature itself, is Shakespeare ' s way of provid-
ing the sen.co of immediate inevitability,. his reason for the arbitrary de-
struction of the innocent lovers.: the prologue says so, by \m,y' of repeti-
tion, and t he action verifies it. 
Charlton' s arguments almost certainly have some mcr·t on the basis 
l William J .. Rolfe, Rom.eo and Juliet,(Hew York, 1921) , p. 22. 
2a. B. Charlton, ShakesRearcap TfAAed.y (Cambridge, 1948) , P• 61. 
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that the purest ideal of tragedy is lacking: the tragic Individual, or 
Individuals ,- have no real responsibility in the shaping of their doom, 
but rather external factoro determine their fate apart from their ability 
to resist. Even though they are not nocessar~ passive, their only eon-
tr-lbution to the clinching of their fate is an absolute surrender to uo-
controllable passion. They merely become .susceptible material. on the 
basis of their woakness in the t.md of ill-<lesigning Fate. But since the 
universal ideal of tragedy- that the tragic Individual through some flaw 
in character or judgtlent causes his ow fill- i~ lacking, the effect of 
tragic sin' s pa.rt in the shaping of the catastrophe is seriously weaken-
ed. Its work is superficial; and it is hard to accept as justifiable. 
We are hardly willing to agree to the intolerable treatment given our 
heroes for the sin of othe1-s, sin 1-mich t11e lovers themselves deplored. 
Retribution and correction has been misplaced. At least we arc not as 
resigned as l'te shall later be in the case of Lear or even H et. This 
is essentially ,1e problem of Romeo AA4 Juliet relative to tragic sin. 
Just as Romeo and Juliet is unique in one resp ct, it is basically 
typical in a. deeper sense. There is a trend established toiva.rd a basic 
interpretation of life which is generally comtron to all the tragedies. 
We a.re shown '41i1a.t an inconceivably dreadful thing is Hate, the bitt-er st 
foe of the Good in lire. Hate is the c ntral sin of the play, the parent 
evil of all that is detestable and diabolic, contro.ated 1dth a ,ro.rld te 
ing in.th beauty and nobility. It is more thnn simple malice; it is invet-
erate , unnatural. hatred thnt lives on aft.or it bas outworn its original 
meaning . Shakespeare most assuredly means for us to see this kind of 
hate as the principal sin of the play because he entions it o~en in val\-
ious ways . In the opening scene the prince calls it "pernicious rage1•3 
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and 1tca,.,1kcr' d hato. n-.4 Later ho spoaks of ttyour hate ' s proceeding"5 d 
at the fin.:il. .spectacle of death and horror he reminds the feuding elders 
of t·Jha.t a 0 scourgo is laid upon your betc. 116 Romeo., in conversation 'With 
Juliet scorns their parent • s sin as "their ennit 7 and nthcir hatc .u8 
-
Tybal.t openly reviles Romeo 'l.dtl 0 tho hate I bear thoe. «9 Simi Jar mG-
pressions bearing out 3hakespco.re 1s cmpha.sis of Hate are abundn.nt fro 
prologue to conclusion. True enough the seriousness of the desired ef-
f ect i.:, almost spoiled by old Capulet ,men he reproaches Tybal.t in de-
.f ense of Bomoo,10 but. it is somewhat regained in TybaJ.t t s fiery disr-u.ay . 
of malice . One critic sounds a keynot.e when he writes: 
To Shakospe~ the greatest thing in the world waa Love, not merely the 
l ove of man for ma.id, but t he love o-f man for his countey--, hi~ friend, 
and his household. And ao Love was greatest, soJts opposite , Hate wns 
to him the most terribl e and destructive thing. 
As far as Rorne.o and Juliet is concerned Hate is that dostructivo, detest-
able thing; and in ve.rious fo:,!'mB that principle is reaffirmed in the 
later tragedies . 
Richard II and cbeth 
Richard II and Macbeth are of singular interest in the stuczy- of 
4Ibid • ., I , i , 92-. 
5 ~ . , III,il., 191. 
6Ibi d. , V , iii, 291 . 
7Ib1d. , rr,u , ?J . 
8 ~ . , II, ii, 77. 
9rbid • ., III,i, 62. 
l Oibid. , I , V, 64,-86. 
llThomas Parrott and Robert Tclper,. Shakespeare (Now York, 1929) , 
w. w , ~ . · 
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tragic sin in that they p.reaent a problem socond only to Ro-,co. and Juliet: 
they both aJ.ike ha.ve the tragic Individual acting in the dual rol.e of 
hero and tragic: s inw11r. The problem is still essentially the same: the 
production ·Of a genuine tragic effect from material that lacks in some 
qualities the power to be actually tragic. Rich II and ncboth differ 
' considerably in their success as tregodies, but their problom is similar 
enough to place them in tho seme general. category. In both, Shakespeare •s 
:vowed intent is to depict the moral failure of the tragic Individual . 
Richard1s and Hacbeth's faults are different in kind and degree; ' chard 
is not tho vi J J a.in t h t ~ cbeth is la tor to e, nor docs he manifest the 
manly quality- in his evil that the latter does But they both o · and 
it is as sinners t t they a.re judged, not as exemplary, noble men l'rlth 
tolerable defocto , like Othello, or struegling against resistless exter-
nal f te, as did eo. Their sins are 1illfu1l.y deliberotcd nnd execut-
ed; t hey a.ro tempted and thoy yield kno dngly to their baser no.tures . 
Hi cha.rd ' s Sin 
icha.rd1 s sin is tho most difficult in .all the tragedies to isolate 
and anc."U.Yze . Hie sin is more than multiple . It is so varied and compl ex 
th:lt it lacks the cle0 r unity which tragi c sin usuclly }ms, 12 o. unit y so 
conspicuo in tho fl.at we a :w in eo and Julie_t . :.nthor than o.ttelllpt 
to concentr tc ·chard' s mora.1 errors und r scv"'ral desc:r-lptivc notms , 
wo may best invostigo.te tho va.rious offcns s thcmsolvos in arriving at 
an over-all picture of his ral failures .. 
First , we learn early in the play that Richard hao previously been 
a r · e factor in the murder of Gloster, an elderly cle oi.' his. Ho 
himself informs us of his shameful proctice of fannine out the royal. realm 
12see p . 54 of th thesis for the t atment of tragic s·n1 unity. 
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to furnish certain projects inclining toward his personal liking, a prao-
tice denounced by old Gaunt as one of the vilest breaches of royal re-
sponsibility possible; and the king further enlightens us by implication 
that it was his j ealousy lmich inspired the banishment o Bolinbroke., 
York and Gaunt, in the latter• s eying moments, unveil the more intimate, 
aspects 0£ Richard's sin. The king rejects all worthy counsel while at-
tracting to himself the basest sort of flatterers. Ho is cor1pletely 
given to vanity- the newest Italian ad, however vile, he eagerly sup.-
ports. York denounces his vanity thus: 11 rll1ere \'rill doth mutin,y .. Ii.th wit• s 
regard.u Gaunt portrays him as wanton and prodigal, and prophesies that 
his violent prodigality shall. ultimately consume him. Richard's rashness 
and displey of insuffc:r ble arrogance in return for Gaunt•s wise reproof 
are even more indicative of his character., The eup of his iniquity is 
rapidly filling. The inevitable reaction throug 10ut the realm to this 
abandon of justice and truth is sure to take its oil. 
Recalling the above reference to charactor, an editor1 s co . ent is 
particularly fitting at this point: 
c II is essentially a tragedy of character-the piteous fal.l of a 
prince ldlo is hilneelf the n c,,uthor of his pro er woe, 11 and tho victim of 
his mm t ic weaknessea--insinccri ty, insolence, blind egotiSIJ1.. and 
inability or perverso unwillingness to live in a uorl of re.ct.~ 
Indeed, the sordid picture of Rich.."U'<i' s buso of r· ht, his bot of 
the unquestioning devotion of his subjects is dreadful enough to illu.s-
trat that the entire tragedy is dor ,ndcn~ upon his character; he trites 
the sentence of his own fa o ~.r :us flagrant irlola.tion of raJ. law. To 
j ustify Richard 1 s disposition and com l c mniliation, t e drar;: tist 
must M..ly convince us , :t a sinner ho ree.11.y is. e pivotal point of 
1.'.3K. J . Holzlmccht and -cCluro, 
York,, 1936), I , 5. 
>lays of ., akcspea.re _ (New 
this persuasion, the sin that is consummately fatal to Richal'd, is his 
ruthless , highhanded disregard of Bolingbroke 1s rights and theft of his 
lawful inheritance . Richard•s guilt is now complete and his judgment 
inevitable . Fro.TU here there is no hope of rodernption. Boli.nS,broke' s 
ca.use in jus't and ri6hteoUG in the public eye; he has become the embod-
iment of Good combating Evil. 
The poet has been so completely successful in convicting Richard that 
a.bsQlving or justifying him sufficiently to make him tragic is virtually 
im ssible . Justice must be satisfied; and Richard fully deserves to feel 
the stroke of severe judgment that comes home to him in his humiliation 
and dee.th. The only al.ternative is to make him pitiful , but in the proc-
ess Shakespeare makes him \'Tomanish. Johnson has at some length argued 
this particular 1-realmess of Ri9ha.rd ll; and while praising it highly for 
its compensating strength ot poetic beaut;v- and character portraiture, he 
has called it one of the least rewarding of all the tragedies as far as 
tragic interest is concerned.14 As a sinner Richard is successful, but as 
a tragic figure he fo.lls short of the ideal . 
Macbeth• s Temptation, Corruption, and Final. Ruin 
Although Macbeth and Ip.chard II broach a. similar dram.a.tic problem of 
weakness in genuine tragic effect, Macbeth' s ad111itted superiority can be 
accounted for in numerous ways. There appear to be much greater possibil-
ities of nobility in Macbeth than in Richard., yet Macbeth proves to be the 
dal'ker., more dreadful villa.in. Macbeth is virile and strong in his career 
of crime, while Richard is effeminate and weak. While Richard' s sin ifJ 
more insolent, and spiteful., maldng him appear more hateful , Macbeth's is 
14Rolfe., King Richard II (New York, 1918) , pp . 1 J..9. 
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more horrible., 1nore thrilling, yet is of the nature to make him more pa-
thetic in that it springs from. a. more genuine weakness. ru.chard' s. sin is 
so multi.fold and many- sided as to defy classi!'ication, but the progression 
of Macbeth ' s la. rlessness from its genesis to co13,S1l11mlation has a distinct 
unity. 
The last point br-ings us up directly to the consideration of Ma.cbcth1s 
development from trusted warrior to blooey tyrant . The subjective mis-
chief giving rise to the inner struggle and the later moral collapse can 
hardly be overlooked--irresistible ambition. It is at first merely the 
embryo of evil and later the monster that hurls ll~cbeth further and flll'-
ther into bloody violence. The dramatic possibilities in ambition as a 
virulent enerq of right was well-lwo1-m to the Elizabethans. The 1' oraJ.ity-
Drama, revived in the popular Mirror .for 1'!Mistrates, made much use of it . 
or the ma.n.v pleys in the Mirror 11 the fault most oi'ten dwelt upon is tha.t 
of ambition or aspira.tion. nl5 Shakespeare in ·1acbath has employed it to 
the fullness of its strength, unveiling the sinister aspect of its dark-
er, negative side. 
l~cbeth•s latent ambition finds a concrete objective in tho ,£itches 
prophecy; he cautiously contemplates flblack and deep desires .ul6 The new 
temptation, struggling aga.:i,nst the nobler ~ide of his nature,-that na-
ture feared by Lady li cbeth for being 
too full o • th I milk of human kindness 
To catch the nearest re.y17 _ 
finds a fierce goad in Lacy Macbeth's re audacious ambition. She in-
15 filliard Farnham, The ledieval Heritage of Elimbethan Tragod.y 
(Berkeley. 1936) , p . 285 . . 
16 · cht:.rd Grant Wbi te, Shakespeare '' s . cbeth ( New York, 189?) , I, i v;51. 
l 'l Ibid,., I I V ,14,,15. 
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vokes the spirits to "unsex her .,11 fill her ,'lith ttdirest cruelty/' remov 
all ttcompunctious visitings of na.ture .,1•18 in order that she may i'ulfil 
her Cassius-like role of provoco.tion. In such manner she plays a signi.f-
icant part in the world.ng out of tragic sin. 
The murder of Duncan, the outward manifestation of ambition• s thor-
ough corruption of Ma.cbeth•s mind, is the cr isis point of the developncnt 
of the tragic .sin: it is the point of no return. Macbeth' s redemption is 
impossible . Retribution is inexorably fixed by necessity. Now begins 
the thrilling ordeal of completing r.is final guilt. Here the pattern of 
tragic sin is clearly drawn. The counteraction of one sin requires the 
c01 · soion of one more dreadful; mean'While the sinner becooeo more des-
perate , more entangled while struggling to f'ree hin1self. Contemplating 
the death of Banque and Flea.nee in orde!' to secure himsol£ 1 ?• cbeth ex .. 
presses it thus: 
Things bad be.gu11 make strong themselvos by m .19 
After Banquo is dispatched from the picture I Macduff promises to be a 
mounting threat to the security of the throne ,. and this time Macbeth 
stoops for his lowest conquest in that blood roost innocent is shed. Mao-
beth' s guilt is now complete, ripe for retribution. His sin is hereafter 
open before an outraged world. 
Retribution io terrible and thorough in its t,<10fold application. 
The external retribution is simple . As payment for her criminal collab-
oration with her husband, Lady Macbeth is smitten with a fatal distemper. 
Shortly Macbeth suffers the final mortal penalty at the hands o.f his bit-
t-erest foe , Macduff . But Macbeth's direst suffering, as l'rell as tha.t of 
18Ibid. , 
19Ib"d _.J:.... , 
I, v ,.38-42. 
III,ii,55. 
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his wife , is retribution' s inner whip,-conscience. Here a.in hers is 
the simpler judgment. Her Maqhiavellia.n conscience is proof ainst the 
stings of compunction until her distemper finally overwhelms her .. \' e 
never see her undergo the mental agonies to which 11acbcth is subjected. 
His distress under the pressure of guilt is indicative of one of tragic 
sin' s most important .functions. Sin brings more than death; it ca.uses 
such pain that death renders a degree of relief •. 
Shakespeare makes Macbeth•s mental agony extremely vivid at times 
for our benefit; Symonds could well have meant Ma.cboth when he speaks of 
the nglish villain' s 11 brood.ingt' over his crimes . Plotting Banquo• s mur-
der Macbeth says: 11 0, full o.f scorpions is nw mind, dear wife t 11 20 Earlier 
he has s:poken of uthese terrible dre s that shake us nightly. 11 Then he 
fittingly adds; 
Better be "With the de ~J 
1ho we, to gain our place, have sent to pea.co, 
Than on the torture ~ the mind to lie 
In restless eustasy • 
.At the last he surrenders to despa:i.1 .. , ocying, "I have liv d long enough;"-
a.nd bewails the fact t ha.t things which st uld accompany old ago, r•honor,_ 
love, obedience, troops of friends / 1 ho muot not took to have . 22 The 
moutal agoey of '·!acbeth is one of Shake aret a clearest intentions. Few 
re.en sufrer a.a ho did. l erein is his success as a t x·agic figure; t\ d in 
t hat success sin is obviously paramount . 
othello, ~ Lear, Ham,1- t 
oth llo , ~ , and Hamlet are Shakosp are' s suprerae expressions of 
20Ibid., III, ii,36. 
2l.Ibid., III ,,ii,19-22. 
22Ibid. , V,iii, 22-26-
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tragedy. And their greatness is inevitably linked up wi their partic-
ular employment of tho sin principle I as wo shall see . They are enough 
alike in this respect to fall under the sane heading. Te villain (or 
villains) in each play,_ representing then ga.tive forces of sin, clashes 
in violent contest ·with the hero, representing ju.stice, for supremacy. _ 
Justice must w-ln out to preserve . moral order; but the tragedy stems from 
the fact that the hero , personL.~...ns moral la; ·t, is mor ally ·Noundod and 
pcri.,hos because of tho struggle. The trsgic sinner' s retribution 001 s 
as a natural result, while the herots, ~"':plained earlier, ~ r(k,ults 
from his tra..a"ic \,rea.knesn- ns it is played upon and u..-rg0d to violent rupture 
by tho work of tragic sin. or the dcroonotr :tio of thi& po·nt pass 
.odiatcly to consicier tragic s·n in othollo. 
Sin I s Subtle Undermining of othello, the Strong 
Iago passes probably uithout dispute a.s the most fiendish in Shake-
speare ' s gallery of sinners. He is the villain without a "'oul, the cun- . 
nine intellect utterly depriv,- of scruple. In the first scene he an-
nounces his intention of concentrating his shrevJtl, hateful wit upon the 
naive Othello to subtly provoke the latter to bring about his o'Wn ove 
throw. The prire.o movers of Iago' s eV'.iJ. intrieue are covetousness, enV"J, 
jealo~y, spite--all ro.mi1ications of tho Hate so prominent in Romeo and 
Juliet. Ambition, which needs no further treatment, is al.so present . 
The ' average Elizabethan rr.:ind ·m.s conditioned btJ Puritan oeverit~ a.'1d . cc 
aissance literature to regard tl ese dth abhorrence . Covetousness, i . e . 
av¥-rice, and envy enjoyed a notable reputation even from medieval times 
as two of the oevcn deadly sins, sino entailing spirituoJ. death and un-
23sec pp. 56-57, 58-60 of the thesis. 
timezy temporal judgment. Piers the Plo~ d given ra.ming or th ir 
fcltaJ. power to ensnare tho unri.se. Puritani 
theology-, and it further taught that "J ouoy is cruel a.s tho 
coals thereof' are coals of fire , which ru:i.th a most vehement 
Spito gtood in tho lino of direct 3ntithesis of all. tha.t is good, i.no.s-
mu.ch as it thre tened the very foundations 0£ Lov . Iago•s evil actu.ally 
embodies more than theso specific sins; be pe sonifies the total idea of 
wickedness in its st hate , vicious reaJ.ity, paralledi d b-.r Satm-i · 
self imo wrought mankind• s .first pi tiM. £all from Paradise into death' s 
power. Indeed at the la.st Othcl.lo damns him utterly, calling him app 
priatoly a 11 di vil. l 0 • 
In the spirit or tragic sin Iago sets upon othello, as Satan upon 
Eve-a story co n to every Elimbetha.n,-to ruptu the fa.bric of his 
character at its weakest point . Othello' a natural sense of right, his 
unqualified devotion to just cause and to Love is his great strength; but 
inherent in it is also his \1eakness. A latent strain 0£ lovo-inspirod 
jeo.lousy, s · ia accuses, could possibly contribute to his weakness; 
and of course his gullibilit y ., his ignorance are extraneo factors, but 
his love and his demand for justice arc principal. ,. He refers to himself 
as "one that lovod not 'Wis ly but too re11. 11 25 Iago has indeed discerned 
his victim' s most vuJ.nerable spot and struck mil; Othello, 0 perplcx'd in 
the extreme" seals his doom by ta.king n j tice" into his own hands, snuff-
ing out innocent life through his own horrid misju nt. His unspcakab.cy 
faulty judgment appalls us; because of it we s ction justice• s dealing 
~ 0.1. Solomon: 8.6. 
25william Shakespeare, Othello (Ne1 York, l.909), V,ii,6. 
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with him through sel..f: estruction ;vet because of it tend toward fo 
gi him.. While not absolving Othello entirely, we do pity him and 
contend for bis innate integrity, even as he beholds her asleep, steeling 
himself to kill her; for hes , "Yet she must die , else she' ll bet~ 
oore men. 11 26 And he speaks of her baJ.nv breath almost pre .. uading t Justice 
to break her mrordl" 27 He does love but his native sense of justice s 
she must die. Sin is to blame for his decoptionl and we instinctively 
demand its retribution. He e d but only because of the deceitful rork 
of sin. Thus runs the true pattem of tragic sin. ral order ul-
tima.tely be restored, and it i§. restored in that Othello executes j t 
upon himself with the sam. hand that stilled the innocent lif'e, mile Iago 
is committed to the torturers; but evil is victorious to the ext..ont that 
something of inestimable value is lost in the conflict . 
The double plot of King Lear greatly complicates plot analysis, -~ 
pecial.ly relative to our stuc\v. The mtter is si.mpl.ifi d considerably, 
ina.tes, important as it is to the trageey as a ,mole, since . draund' s in-
trigue is too much a repetition of mat · sa1 in Iago. In the centr 
plot the theme is clear. The Hate present in the .firot trageey bodied 
in a. feud breaks forth into open, violent expr ssion in the ro of fil-
ial ingratitude coupled with contemptuous Pride; and to be sure the very 
openness of the Hate serves to heighten the effect . The evil dauehters , 
Goneril and Regan, to intensify their depravity, conceal their Hate under 
26Ibid. , V .,ii.,6. 
27.,, id. , V .,ii.,17. 
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the mask of Love; and mon it lurks thus under ouch guis and assumes 
such aspects as 11 treo.son, breach of faith, or ineratitudcn28 it tokes on 
its dt:l.rkost , most terrible shade. Their sin is in one sense as unnatural 
and dreadtuJ. as lago•s , since the sacred bond that unites parent and 
child, especially father and dallghter, is Qtronger than that uniting the 
dearest of friends. Tho daughter may conceiv bly grow up to be her moth.-
er•s reval , and l ikewise tho son~ usurp hiv fathor•s place; but in the 
normal world between father an da.ughter there can never bo cause for 
jealousy or str-lfc. 29 
\ ith Gonoril and Re an, tragic sin beeomeo . st imru.fferablo in that 
t behold the daughter grown strong turning upon an old father who has 
stripped h:unself to strongtl.en her. rtshe forgets tho ties of blood, tr 
ples upon the deep maternal instinct which loads the roman to protect the 
reak, and strikes the old man down dth blow on blow to shamo, to suffer-
ing and at last to dness . 1130 This is the kind of hatred and pride t 
ed to conte!llpt that makes us recoil from before its distortion of mat 
was t1ea.nt to be surpaosingly boautiful: t ho love of a daughter for a ven-
orable old father. It yields t he feeling of' universal. chaos. of the moral 
world reeling and plunging out of control. Shakespeare heightens this 
feel ing by bringing on Lear' s madnese and t;nleashing the wrath of the ele-
ments , till \'re are relieved when t he final horror of the catastrophe brings 
ternunation to sin' s rei 
In Lear' s case the catastrophe is not eff ectod superficially by e..."tter-




nal fate or even by sin's crafty overthrow of a. naive soul. 0 It is Lear 
himself who brings about the tragedy of Lear. tt.31 His mm faults-they 
have been named by professor Parrott an absorbi~ self-will and a pas-
sionate temper-32 co-operate with tragic sin as if to support its dire 
purpose . Lear unbidden detorminos to divide his kiilgdom. His own un-
discipled will blinds his discernment between fidelity D.l'ld falsehood, 
causing him to enrich his enemies and to cut down those whose love would 
ha.ve sustained and shielded him in his old age . His retribution is there-
fore .more severe than othello•s but yet of a. nature more tolerabl.e than 
Macbeth's in that he is more sinned against than sinning. 
In a word, the theme runs thus. Lear givos sin a coveted advantage, 
and sin, thriving in an unnatural world of distorted passion, engulfs all 
:in the maelstrom of its wrath. None but faithful Kent and Edgar escape 
its stroke, and its retribution is all-embracing and final . 
The Good-vs-l!.'vil Struggle in Hamlet 
Hamlet is a fitting conclusion to the study of tragic sin by virt.ue 
of its excellence as tragedy and its unparalleled demonstration of tho 
sin question. The claim that Hamlet stands as the most consummate e.:x.-
pression of tragedy in the English language is hardly contested anymore; 
a world of bookson the subject attests the fact. It is so very signii'i-
cant then that the success of H@U:et as a. tragedy depends signally on the 
employment of sin in the structure of the plot; the action reaJ.ly begins 
with the discovery of lawlessness and is t erminated with law being rcsto~ 
ed. Hamletts consuming purpose , the principle which f ills his breast and 
31Ibid. , p. 245 . 
32 !12!g •• . pp. 245, 247. 
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urges him forward to destruction, is a product of sin: Claudius• disre-
eard of law has created a fearful responsibility. Hamlet inherits that 
heavy responsibility- he calls it a "cursed spite11--of setting right the 
rotton something in the state of Denmark. He, more happily employed a.t 
philosophy- than in the prosecution of sin, is called upon to correct a 
la1d.ess situation. This is the burden of the action in its s:h.11plest 
interpretation. 
Hamlet is Shakespeare ' s masterpiece of blending the Christian idea 
of sin into tho roal.ity of action. The Greek conception of Evil as an 
abstract negation looks pale in contrast 'With Hamlet ' s concrete, precise 
convictions concerning wrong and right. He has very distinct feelings 
about the conduct of his mother and uncle. He tells us so very positively 
when he shares his inner thou.ghts with us, and especially in them orable 
bedroom interview with his mother., a. discourse worthy of a zealous divine . 
Hamlet • s attitude toward his mother' s comprou"'lise of principle has definite 
bearing upon the suspense element in the action by maldng us fear that he 
will eventually give pl.wsicaJ. expression to his inner disapproval; and 
his attitude toward Claudius• crime is of course the supreme issue. What 
gives this st'Uily" significance is' that Shakespeare is careful to show us 
the developnent 0£ that all- important attitude into more than the desire 
for cold~blooded revenge or even. the defense of honor. A rare touch to 
the whole picture would be lost if Hamlet were,. without reservatio of a 
Machiavellian temperament ., unscrupulously bent with an unerring purpose on 
bloodthirsty, heartless retaliation. He is a conscientious youth, so co 
scientious t hat he postpones his personal bias in the matter until he ea.n 
investigate f'ully the veracity of the ghost, at least that is vliiat ho seys . 
In fact we see him somewhat loathe to carry out the dreacL.f'ul order of 
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bloodshed imposed upon him, except that "heaven and hell,° honor, t th., 
nobility all exhort him to action und when he does finall.y dress 
self to bloody' action, he doea it ;more from an inherent sense of honor 
than unreasoning hate " It is beaido the point to attempt to w.ake H et 
religious, though that element is present in him; but he is possessed of 
a strict code of mora.lity ,mch serves to of'fset the cr-.lme in the story 
a.nd to deepen the complexion of the sin, rendering it more terrible. It 
is this Christian view of sin, directing its infiuence into the intricate 
structure of the story which gives a maximum of power to the dramatic 
Jl10Vement . 
Cortain examples uill serve to re,,..enforce these id , since much is 
said concerning Christian ethics and doctrines in the p:iq. The ghost 
giv0s a co ntacy on the diabolical nature of Cl.audiuet crimes and the 
Queen•o unfaithfulness , touching on lust, adul.tery, incest , lewdness, 
luxury., gifts for the purpose of enticement. virtue, true love, and even 
Wonning us of the sinful state of his soul at death, with a bit of dogma 
thro\ in on his state tu'ter death. Hamlet , before seeing the ghost, 
voiced his disapproval of intemperance and gluttony in Danish cu.st 
In his first soliloquy he has alreaey talked of 11 incestuous sheets, u 
"tdcked speedtt and "unrighteous tears , u in relation to his mother• s ha.sty 
marriage and insincere grief for old Hamlet 1s death,. meanwhile adding 
note on the unlawfulness of suicide. When be sees Claudius at p~r, he 
informs us mu.eh more about sin and its effect upon the soul.. To his moth-
er he lectures at sueh length and with such intensity as to defy f'ull 
a.phrase; but briefl.y his fiery sermon is of modesty and innocent love con-
trasted with incestuous pleasure, in which he waxes so vehement that the 
ghost intervenes in behal.1.' or the ovenn:1clmed Queen. The Priest, the 
gravediggers , Claudius, Polomius all delve into issues of right and 
wrong, The issue of sin is so interwoven into the plot of Hamlet that 
they are indeed inseparable. 
The setting here is the most conducive in all Shakespearian trageey 
in several ,,rays for the ideal blending of sin into the over-all structure 
of tragic reality. The llmighty opposites" of the action are matched in 
such happy proportions of balance and all circumstances concur so appro-
priately a.s to heighten tho suspense of the Good-vs-Evil struggle to a 
ma.xi.mum. As for Hamlet ' s side of the duel , we have dwelt at some length 
on his spiritual and emotional fitness to represent the side of ral 
justice in the conflict, taking for granted the excellence of his wit , 
as we.ll as his physical competence . Now something on Claudius and the 
concurring circumstances. 
Claudius is as ideal a villain as Hamlet is a. hero . In Claudius wo 
come to appreciate the finer distinctions between the loose meaning of 
villain and tragic sinner• while at the same time we survey his attributes 
as the ideal evil protagonist. Claudius is too human, too real a person 
to be an Iago or an Edmund, for they strike us as sheer personifications 
of demons. He is too warm, too vitally' alive in the world of feeling 
and thought to be the cold negatives of Hate that Regan and Goneril are-
Far less than demi-demon or cold, inflexible fiend, Claudius could easily 
have been a man of our own close association, with much to his credit, 
but that he became ensnared by his baser impluses: ambition overwhelmed 
him. The genuine humanity of Claudius is t he basis for his success . He 
is probably Shakespearets best character study from the stand point of 
the sin angle . He is ?- cbeth placed in the proper draoatic role, put in 
the most advantageous situation to 1~ bare the deepest recesses of the 
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soul. Like Macbeth his pleasure is interruped occasionally by qualms of 
remorse. He writhes under the ental pain resulting from his deed, in 
itself an exciting revelation of cha.ract r, as well _as a thrilling mani-
festation or the inner retribution administered by conscience. His deed, 
Murder, the very epitome of all evils, must surely have its compensations; 
and cold-hearted murder, when coupled with ambition, is of such magnitude 
of infa.xey as posses its o,m power to rcua.rd the guilty with inner destruc-
tion. Self- reproach finally drives him to his knees in prayer, a.t which 
time he is in such throes of spiritual agony that he likens himself to 
Cain• the first murderer, rondering if the sweet heaven' s contain enough 
rain to nash a1:.ra;y the stain of his brother• s blood from off his hands . 
His inclination urges him to repentance but since repentance means loosing 
his crown, his ambition, his queen, then his 11 stronger guilt de.feats his 
strong intent." This bears out the fa.ct that repentanc is inconsistent 
,dth the cho.racter of the tragic sinner, even if' redemption from his evil 
rere conceivable. \•e cannot i.:magine Claudius fully repentblg, els.e the 
action would be aningless .. Since be cannot repent , then euf'fer be 
must, both inwardly and externally. His inner suffering is not so pro-
found as Ma.cbeth•s, possibly, since Claudius is not to be heroically 
tragic; but it is severe nough to emphasize the horror of' his sin, as 
,-re have in a senso shown alrcn.dy. 
hixternal retribution is somewhat tardy in its execution for several 
reasons . The only one of those reasons we ·wish to deal with is that E.'vil 
has the physical advantage for the mo ent in that Claudiuo is ma.ni.festly 
in control of the situation: he wears the cro\ffl and hoJ.d.s the sway. It 
is inconsistent with Hamlet' s character to a.ct rashly or upon imperfect 
knowledge; therefore retribution must patiently wait, in that its ttminis-
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ter" must bide his time. Hamlet 1 'When o speaks among other things of 
a "divinity that shapes our endsn33 and of his premonition o.f impending 
misfortune ao he prepares t~ fight with Laertos,.34 hints of a divine ill 
that superinte~ds the course of events, directing the mighty op sites 
into the particular rel tionship tat results in catastrophe and the de-
struction of evil . This conception of the Divine supervising the human 
execution of retribution can ho.rdlJ7' be overlooked in Hamlet, at leawt 
Shakespeare weaves a definite shade of that idea into the fabric 01 the 
action. 
The very appearance of tho ghost would not of course suggest to the 
spectator an exact embodiment of God; but he does connote the idea of 
providential. interest in the punishment of sin. This divin human rel.a-
tionship is pinpointed all along in the ghost scene. To restrain Hamlet, 
who is now convinced of something rotten in Denmark, from follmdng the 
ghost , Horatio in vain assures him that "Heaven will direct it," undoubt-
edly moaning for him to leave the responsibility of justice to heaven it-
self. The ghost then urges Hamlet to vindicate the horrible murder, not 
to let the royal bed of Denmark be a couch for luxury and damned incest; 
but aa for the queen ts judgment, she is to be ~ !2 heaven_. In other 
words , Providence appoints the specific area in lmich h tan retribution 
is to be exercised: Hai..'llet is to punish the King and heaven wi1l be 
sponsible for the Queen. In the bedroom scene the ghost re-e.'Ilphasizes 
his exhortation to Hamlet. Hamlet hims.elf makes probably the most per-
tinent pronouncement of the subject , when, looking on dead Polonius, he 
3JHenry Norman Hudson., The Tragedy of' Ha.ralet (New York, 1909), V ,ii,10• 
uldst not think how ill all ' s he about 
: 
but heaven hath pl as' d it so, 
o punish wit h t his and this d t h , 
Tlul.t l mu.st be their sco · ,c and mini er..'.35 
In t he second soliloqey he has spoken of heaven and hell p pting him 
t o his revonge, and la.t r in telling Horat io in his r'dVOrsal of the COi--
mission held by- false Ro ncrant and Guildenstem he re ks point 
· n t evon in the fixing of the seaJ.. • .36 In ch nanner 
Shakespeare in H et has built a general. imp ssion of a divine \ ill 
ha.ping the final tribution and t he t ragic t ermination, as Hamlet 
lieves,.37 th~r than the strong sense of Fat e used in Romeo and Juliet . 
en t hough ue do not see the sin ctual.ly ·tted, 'e privil 
e divine and .............. 1 will a soc· ted in establishing, exposing, and 
punishing guilt . Moral ord..,cr is restored, the conflic d all 
hostile ele ents are at peace with the ,-rorld. The tragedy, th thing that 
grieves and stirs our emotion, is the ironical fact t t so thing or p 
ci ous, inestimable value is lost t o us; and t hat sense of loss in Ham.let 
is probably the greatest in all the t cdy of the es. 
* * * * 
It is quite beyond ~asonable possibility to treat completely of sin 
and lawles.ncss, tar a tragedy is concerned, in single work. How-
ever the prec ding pages should serve as an ac1 t e guide for the Shak 
speare student who finds the stuey interesting, since have dt elt 
quite at 1 n.gth on pr ctically ever:, phase of the que..,tion. In Part I 
saw eenera.lly the backgroun forces that amply pre 
35iiudson, III,iv,171-3. 
36Ibid. , V ,ii,48. 
d the Ellmbothan 
37i, e have already quot ed him as believing 1n a "divinit y t h t shapes 
our ends . " 
tor his unique employment, and by all meana his unique a.pprociation, of 
the sin element in tragic lot. Chapter I sho cl how that Hebraism. dth 
its extraord.:i.naey gift 0£ s· consciousness excelled Helleni ao a ~ 
tem of spiritual discipline; and ho1-1 that through Chriatianity Hebraism 
p soc a.lone its t men ous spi it of righteous z.oal., hatred of sin~ and 
fear of retr:·bution for sin to succeeding ages of Anglo-Saxon civili 
tion. Chapter n pointed to Puritani as revivoJ. of Hobro.iom and to 
th great stridos 0£ spiritual conquest hlch that stem,, s · denouncing 
movement oadc in the latter pa.rt of Eli beth' s :reign, as well as its 
prelininn.ry influence mcl began much earlier; and how it prevailed over 
the Ren ; ssanco <'Spirit--which was eosentillll.y remmed Holleni check-
ing civili tion' s trend toward levity and hish intellectual attn· nts, 
meanwhile forcing upon sixteenth century cul.ture an irresistibl.e convic-
tion regarding ain and sin's ret ibution that it could not abide by". 
Chapter Ill dealt with the Senecan tradition. and itu historically est 
lished inf'luonce upon Elizabethan • Wo lo d t t it ra.s Seneca, 
·r.ith his themes ·of the most inconceivable ,dckednoss ending in blooey ret-
ribution, who emboldened the Elizabet han to place the thrilling horrors 
of sin and its violent ret ibution upon the stage. In Chapter rv re-
vi red the ages of dr tic effort preceding the i bethans and not 
that drama., beginning even in thi, dark a.gos, was given ovor eithor to 
purely religious instructions or to oor. ·· t'ling upon themes lmich 
sired the. clangor of sin and its i'ear.f'ul retr:..bution in tho p sent world. 
We then sm.mod up these so reral conclusions biJ oserting that leb 
i , Puritanism, Seneca., and early drama had profound inf'l.uence upon 
Elizabethan d.."'a.ma: ..first, by affecting its fonn,. its spirit ,. its content, 
etc. , in that the pley'wrlght is greatly' ondebted to own environment 
for his p ticular conception o Truth;~ d, second, bye c ting and 
conditioning dr ' s audience t-0 experience unrcaerv·edly tho poosibil-
ities of enotional t.hri . nd horror latent i n the si retribution prin-
ciple. 
In Ptl.rt II of the hesis wo pro sed to treat of sin di ctly, de-
fining it and seeing it as it is in the plays themselv In Ch ptcr V 
we 02:w that sin, i.e . ntr8gic s n" (since we a.re interested in sin only 
as it is related to tragedy) ins· plest tenninology- means l.,wlessness., 
crime , vice, at least some ultra- extreme breach of moral r ight; nnd that 
in Shakespe it means more than cor.mon villainy or a vague op_ site of 
Good; it beco .ies a diabolic force attacking the r.10ral order. 'c consid-
ered nerein Shakespeare departed fro tho Greeks and wherein he confo 
ed,, noting that his c · ef di vergency from classic laws was in char cter 
trea ent , the prime source of his aubli! gre tness; mo over., char .cter 
and the idea of sin are · separable in Shakespeare., si! serving mean du.le 
to probe into ane to brine out char cter .. We went on to see sin with 
somewhat of a. bird I s eye view·, s it pertains in a bro d sense to all the 
pleys: it is not the same as A · stotle • s "tragic naw ,' considering the 
tragedies of 1· cbcth and Richard II, but serves the four pl~s other 
than those two to aggravate the hero ' s we meos , as rell s supply hm 
with a. con urning purpose , foreine hiJn finally to bring on his own fate •. 
Tragic sin> :moreover., ha.o a unity all its own, n vancing f one stnge 
to another, striving ever to fix Gu:ilt upon the sinner i n o er t t j 
tice be forced to destroy hi.'ll along dtt t hat ich is essentie.lly goo and 
invaluable. Once the sinner h s sinned in t e tragic se , t here can be 
no ret : h oither cannot or w.i.11 not repent and be rec )J}Ciled to mortl 
I 
lau. e saw then hou tribution serves to termino.to the ction satio-
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factoril.Jr by satisfying our sense of justice through the rata.1 punishment 
of the sinner according to his sin and by proaueing th tr ic ion in 
us through tho improportionate judgment of the horo •s tragic rror. In 
case the hero is also the sinner, like • cbeth. he is judg d or bis sin 
in o proportion, but we experience the tragic emotion in that great pos-
sibilities of nobility a.re lost to th \'JOrld through t 1e destructi e power 
of sin. Finally, retribution regarding sin was, before the izabctha.n 
audience, a po rerful drama.tic inst ent on account of the eta or' s 
strong sense of confidence in ultimate di ine justice worki.ns i self out 
through human means . 
In Chapter VI observed sin a. it fits individually into each of 
our six pl~. eo and Juliet posed a. uniqu probl for us in that 
the 1.overs cannot be considered actively responsible or their fate; the 
parent ' s sin, inveterate hate embodied in f ud, i visited upon the 
guiltless offspring, a climax les tragic than en th hero i instru-
mental in bringing on his tragic fate . We noted oo that · chard II and 
cbeth present a slightly different , yet sim:ilar, pro bl : botl heroes t 
deaths result directly from, and in proportion to, tl eir evil; t ey are 
tragic only in that both suffer greatly and both po<>sesse4 po ... sibilities 
of nobility that were swept awey by evil. 
and Hamlet to be Shakespeare• s con .... un te of tr ·ec\v, or in 
each the ideal relationship exists between tragic sin in e villain and 
tragic weakness within the llero, sin in eacl case causll th h ro to 
f inelly bring tragedy upon himself. Ia.go pro pts naive Othello to st 
gle innocent life, and because of that deed to shed hi own bloo; Lea.r' s 
ungrateful. daughter drive him to madness and death; and t e ideal v:i.1-
lain, Claudius, holds the b ance of pouer in his struggle against et 
u.nMJ. the leS:.·l'.:'clr, tdi.Ue (k:Jcti~y:l.ng th,n ,r.U1Rin, 
self: .. 
·!:!lp::Ji,xean tragedy by n.i':fect111;;s tho act1.on .Proper 
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